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ABSTRACT

Dongmyung Lee

Department of Industrial Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

In this dissertation, we consider pricing schemes and revenues in the

telecommunication industry. Recently, broadband Internet subscribers are

increasing exponentially. In 1998, domestic Internet users were 3.1 million

and have increased to 30 million in 2003 among which the broadband users

were 10 million.

Despite the rapid increase in Internet demand, the prevailing pricing

scheme, flat-rate pricing, has not been changed, which is inevitably pulling

down the provider’s revenue to its limit. Moreover, under the situation called

‘disparity in Internet usage’ where a small fraction of users generate most of

the traffic, the flat-rate pricing made the users with small usage subsidize the

ones with massive consumption.

Due to the aforementioned problems, the network providers are recently

considering to adopt usage-based pricing. However, this has brought a strong

customer resistance and thus, most of the providers are keep using the flat

pricing.

In light of this, an interesting study related to pricing schemes and revenue

in the network was conducted. In 2008 IEEE JSAC, one article argued that

the revenue loss from using a simple entry fee in lieu of revenue-maximizing



scheme is small. The authors defined this loss as the ‘price of simplicity’ and

showed mathematically that this price is low in a various environment.

However, what they have overlooked is ‘congestion,’ which is one of the

crucial element in modeling the network environment. In effect, current In-

ternet is a huge network connected with numerous users. In this context, a

user’s net-utility from using the Internet consists of not only the pure utility

of service and the price paid but also the congestion cost where the cost grows

as the number of users increases.

Thus, in this thesis, we reexamine the price of simplicity under the en-

vironment that exists �congestion externality.� In particular, we compare

revenues obtained using a flat price and two-part tariff and analyze the effect

of congestion on the revenue loss when using a simple entry fee in lieu of

the two-part tariff. Previous study has shown that when there is no delay

disutility the revenue loss is small, which leads to a low �price of simplicity.�

However, in this study, we show that in an extreme case where all users are

identical, the price of simplicity is substantial. Then we consider a more

practical scenario where users have different preferences, and show that even

in this case, under congestion externality, the price can be extremely high.

Keywords : Pricing, Internet, Flat Price, Two-Part Tariff, Price of Simplic-

ity, Congestion Externality.
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1. Introduction

In this dissertation, we consider pricing schemes and revenues of the Internet

service provider. Normally, an Internet market consists of three parties in-

volved in the content delivery. First, there is a content provider (CP) which

creates content for users. Second, an ISP delivers these content from the

CP to the end-users. Lastly, an end-user receives the content created by the

CP which is delivered through the ISP. The pricing schemes and revenues

considered in this dissertation are particularly concerned with the ISP-user

relationship rather than ISP-CP (Fig. 1.1). Thus, the revenue of ISP is

obtained not from the CPs but from the end-users.

Figure 1.1: Internet ecosystem
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1.1 Motivation

Internet service pricing has received considerable attention from economists

and engineers. Due to the recent data traffic explosion, researchers have pro-

posed several pricing mechanisms to allocate the scarce network resources

efficiently [62, 39, 53]. However, there are several issues regarding the imple-

mentation of these sophisticated schemes. Associating a price with individual

packets may lead to enormous accounting and billing overhead. In addition

to the overwhelming complexity, they generally put too much burden on

customers [66, 84]. Experience with the commercial side of the Internet il-

lustrates that customers have a strong preference for simple schemes over

complex mechanisms [77]. In an effort to address these issues, several re-

searchers have suggested schemes that are simpler but still support some, if

any, network resource efficiency [2, 27, 76]. Shenker et al.’s “Edge Pricing,”

locally computes charges based on simple expected values of congestion [27].

One example is QoS-sensitive time-of-day pricing that encourages users to

time-shift their calls to later (or earlier) hours when rates are lower. In [76]

Odlyzko proposed “Paris Metro Pricing (PMP)” for the Internet. The idea is

to partition a network into serveral logically separate channels, each of which

only differs in price, which makes the channels with higher prices attract less

traffic, and thereby better service.

1.2 Purpose of this Study

Despite these efforts, current commercial ISPs adopt only a few pricing plans

other than the ones described above. Of these schemes, flat pricing and

volume-based pricing are the most predominant schemes in practice. Accord-

ing to [77], ‘simplicity’ is likely to be much more important on the Internet

than in other communcation services and therefore one can expect the two

2



aforementioned pricing plans will dominate the market for the time being.

However, researchers do not have a common opinion on which of the two pric-

ing schemes is better. To summarize the debate on both pricing schemes, one

can conclude that volume-based pricing is superior to flat pricing in terms

of efficiency and revenue while flat pricing is superior in terms of simplic-

ity, user acceptance, and thus practicality. In light of this issue, one study

reported an interesting finding that flat pricing is not that inferior to other

complex schemes in terms of revenue. [93] first defined a concept called the

“price of simplicity,” which is basically a lower bound on the ratio of flat fee

revenue and maximum revenue. They showed that the loss associated with

using a simple entry fee is small in various situations. In addition, they also

compared with the Paris Metro Pricing and concluded that the gain from

this type of price discrimination is again small. If this is the case, flat-rate

pricing may not be such a bad choice for ISPs.

Unfortunately, previous studies have already found that for congested

networks this may not be true. In effect, what [93] has overlooked is what

economists refer to as “congestion externality,” a crucial element in mod-

eling the practical data network. Edell and Varaiya [21], in their INDEX

experiment, concluded that a flat-rate is inefficient and volume-based pricing

would be better for both ISPs and users. Kesidis et al. compared the flat

and volume-based pricing schemes for tiered Internet services and claimed

that usage-based pricing leads to a reduction in the aggregate overloads and

higher user utilities versus flat pricing [55]. These studies are similar to ours

in that they showed that flat pricing is inferior to a volumed-based scheme

with regard to a certain aspect. However, the conclusion of [21] is based

on an empirical study and [55] only stated that usage-based pricing reduces

congestion, but did not mention the revenue difference compared to a flat

price. Therefore, in this study, we aim to provide a more analytical result

3



on the existence and the extent of revenue loss created by using a simple flat

entry fee.

• First, we consider an ideal case where all users have identical tastes

in services. We compare the revenue and social welfare of two linear

pricing schemes, flat price and two-part tariff, and show that the price

of simplicity gets extremely high as the number of users increases.

• Second, we study a more realistic scenario with heterogeneous users.

The price of simplicity, in this case, also increases as the network be-

comes congested, but the rate of increase is slower compared to the

case in which users are identical. The reason is that providers can drop

users of low willingness-to-pay to prevent the network from getting too

congested.

• Last, we found that a two-part tariff is superior to a flat price in terms

of user surplus and thus social welfare.

This thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some of the well-

known Internet pricing plans in practice and those proposed in the literature.

In chapters 3 and 4, we analyze the two simple yet efficient pricing schemes,

Paris Metro Pricing (PMP) for the Internet proposed by Odlyzko [76] and our

Token pricing scheme. Section 5.1 outlines the debate between flat-rate pric-

ing and volume-based pricing and the related work. In section 5.2 we address

the concept called the ‘price of simplicity’ by first considering an identical

user case to derive analytical results. Next, we consider users of different

preferences and determine several implications of the price of simplicity and

social welfare. Finally, we summarize and conclude the dissertation in section

7.
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2. Internet Pricing

Due to the popularity of mobile devices (especially, smartphones and tablets)

and an enormous growth in quantity and quality of services (e.g., apps,

videos, and clouds), the need for more sophisticated pricing schemes has

grown substantially. This has brought about various pricing schemes pro-

posed by researchers in various fields including economics, engineering, and

management. Here, we summarize some of the well-known Internet pricing

proposals in practice and in the literature.1

2.1 Pricing Schemes in Practice

2.1.1 Flat-rate Pricing

Flat rate is the access to the Internet at all hours and days of the year and for

all (Internet) users at a fixed and usually cheap tariff. In the past, providers

have charged a flat monthly fee for broadband access, irrespective of the

actual time spent on the Internet or real usage [92]. Although many ISPs have

introduced flat rates for Internet access in the past, most of them stopped

providing the service after some time. The reason is that unlimited Internet

services are not economically viable [5]. In other words, costs incurred from

using flat-rate pricing exceeds the revenue. Thus, ISPs usually provide “flat

up to a cap,” a variation of flat rate that sets a maximum limit on the usage

beyond which some form of penalty cost (proportional to the usage above

the limit) is incurred for users [92].
1For an extensive survey of broadband pricing proposals refer to [92] and references

therein
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2.1.2 Usage-based Pricing

Usage-based pricing, as the name implies, is a pricing scheme in which a

(total) payment of a service is based on its consumption or usage [98, 60].

Usage-based pricing is currently the dominant pricing plan around the world

(e.g., U.S., Europe, and Asia) since it is regarded as a possible solution to

(the limitations of) flat rate pricing. However, it particularly favors ISPs over

Internet users, which is why it has to overcome the user acceptance issue in

order to be a sustainable pricing scheme in practice.2

2.2 Pricing Schemes proposed in the Literature

2.2.1 Congestion Pricing

Congestion pricing has a dynamic nature such that the network announces

prices based on current congestion levels and the consumer response to these

real-time prices is fed back to the control loop to compute a new set of prices.

Ganesh et al. [33] introduces a scheme in which the burden of rate allocation

from the network is shifted to the end-systems. The proposed scheme which

uses congestion prices to provide both feedback and incentives to end-systems

also proposed a mechanism that enables users to achieve faster convergence

to equilibrium.

2.2.2 Priority Pricing

In [12], Cocchi et al. analyzed a pricing scheme in a multiple service network

with priority classes. Users may request different classes of service by modi-

fying the bits in their packets. Through simulation, they demonstrate that it

is feasible to set the prices in a way that every user is more satisfied with the

combined cost and performance of a network with graduated prices. That
2See chapter 5.1 for a more detailed comparison between the two practical pricing

schemes.
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is, some users enjoy less performance with reduced price while some users

experience higher quality service with some monetary penalty.

2.2.3 Smart-Market Pricing

In [63], the authors propose a scheme using an auction. The user asso-

ciates a price with each packet, carried in the packet’s header, denoting the

willingness-to-pay of the user for transmission. This price, which acts as a

‘bid,’ can be modified by the user. The network obtains and sorts all the

bids after which a threshold value is determined. All the packets whose bid

exceeds this threshold gets transmitted. The threshold value is naturally

determined by the network’s capacity limit and represents the marginal con-

gestion cost. Each transmitted packet is then charged the same amount, the

marginal cost of congestion.

2.2.4 Effective Bandwidth Pricing

Effective bandwidth pricing [52, 51] is designed to induce the user to declare

the true values for the mean and the peak cell rates of general traffic sources

during call admission control (CAC). The user is charged according to a linear

function placed tangent to the effective bandwidth curve of the source [29].

One of the important characteristics of this pricing scheme is that the network

can deduce the anticipated load generated by a user. The scheme allows the

network to infer the actual function from the user’s declaration. The user

is assumed that he wants to minimize the economic cost of the connection.

After the network understands this anticipated load, the effective bandwidth-

based CAC can work properly. All user should provide is the expected value

of the traffic stream. For example, in the case of on-off sources with known

peak rates, the user only needs to notify the expected mean rate which can

be easily measured.
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2.2.5 Time-of-Day Pricing

As the name implies, the rates in time-of-day (ToD) pricing vary according

to the certain time (interval) of day at which the service is consumed. This

scheme is most widely used for utilities. In the industrial electricity market,

for instance, the price per kWh might be 3 cents during all hours, except from

8:00 am to 8:00 pm when the price might be 5 cents. Besides this simple form

of ToD rates, more complicated variations can have a large number of time

frames (i.e., intervals) with each having different rates. ToD pricing has also

been used for Internet access. BSNL in India offers unlimited night time (2-8

am) downloads on monthly data plans of $10 and above. Also, European

provider Orange has a “Dolphin Plan” for $23.58 per month that allows

unlimited Internet access during a so-called “happy hour” that corresponds

to consumers’ morning hours (8-9 am), lunch time (12-1 pm), late afternoon

break (4-5 pm), or late night (10-11 pm) [92]. Parris et al. [80] considered a

variation of ToD pricing, which divides a day into peak and off-peak periods

and incorporates the time elasticity of demand. They conclude that peak-

load pricing alleviates peak utilization and reduces blocking probability of all

traffic classes, and improves revenue by making a more even distribution of

demand over peak and off-peak periods.

2.2.6 Paris Metro Pricing

Paris metro pricing (PMP) for the Internet was proposed by Odlyzko [76]

as a simple solution to provide differentiated services. It is to partition a

network into several logically separate subnetworks, each of which is identical

in treating the packets (i.e., best effort) but prices are differentiated. This

setting makes the subnetworks with higher prices attract less traffic, and

thereby more attractive to users (in terms of congestion). Despite the fact

that it does not provide a complete efficiency in network utilization, it is the
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simplest (and thus practical to both providers and users) solution for product

differentiation.3

2.2.7 Cumulus Pricing

The cumulus pricing scheme (CPS) is based on a contract between a user

and the service provider. A customer has to specify his expected user re-

quirements along with a flat rate to be paid for the service. Depending on

the discrepancies between the specified (expected) and actual demand, if the

excess demand is above the threshold the contract is renegotiated. In [82],

the authors show that CPS balances the following three requirements for a

suitable Internet pricing scheme in an integrated manner: network efficiency,

user acceptance, and technical feasibility. Also, Hayel and Tuffin study such

cumulus pricing scheme and use a metaheuristic approach to optimize the

total network revenue in terms of the renegotiation threshold [41].

2.2.8 Token Pricing

Lee et al. [19] introduced a scheme called Token pricing in an attempt to

propose both practical and efficient Internet pricing scheme. As in flat-rate

pricing, the users face a fixed price. However, users consume tokens only when

they want a higher quality of service (QoS) while the network is congested.

This mechanism encourages users to consume in great amount when they

have a high utility for the service. As a result, the social welfare increases.

The benefits of such a pricing scheme in reducing peak network congestion

in a real network is yet to be explored [92].4

3For a detailed analysis of PMP scheme see 3.
4For the whole analysis of Token pricing scheme see 4.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Internet Pricing Schemes

Pricing Schemes References

Pricing Schemes in Practice Flat-rate pricing [93], [3], [31], [78]

[67], [79]

Usage-based pricing [98], [40], [60]

Efficient Pricing Schemes Congestion pricing [33], [81], [49]

Priority pricing [12], [24], [38], [65]

Smart-market pricing [63], [62], [68], [69]

Effective bandwidth pricing [51], [52], [53], [13]

[14], [28], [45], [46]

Edge pricing [27]

Expected capacity pricing [11], [10], [50], [15]

[20]

Responsive pricing [72], [61], [70], [71]

[44]

Proportional fairness pricing [35], [54], [16]

Application-based pricing [23]

Auction-based pricing [42], [91], [100], [94]

[73], [57], [47]

Reservation-based pricing [80], [79], [17]

Time-of-Day Pricing [79]

Towards More Practical Paris metro pricing [76], [6]

Pricing Schemes Cumulus pricing [41], [82], [83]

Token pricing [19]
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3. Paris Metro Pricing

The usage of the Internet was dominated by traditionally ‘typical’ data ser-

vices (e.g., e-mail, web browsing, file transfer, etc.). These services do not

require severe bandwidth overhead on the network since the traffic gener-

ated by those applications usually tolerate relatively large packet delays.

However, as we clearly witness these days, new internet applications such

as VoIP, IPTV, and many smart phone applications can be charaterized as

delay-constrained (or delay-sensitive), and thus require higher requirements.

In addition, by 2014, mobile data traffic will double every year through 2014,

increasing 39 times between 2009 and 2014, according to Cisco forecast [9].

This increase of diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements gives the ratio-

nale to develop new methods capable of treating the delay-constrained and

non-delay-constrained traffic differently. A possible solution is to give pri-

ority to the delay-constrained traffic in the queues of the network [27] but

without an appropriate pricing scheme, any prioritization is useless [64].

In this section, we study the use of pricing mechanism called Paris Metro

Pricing (PMP) proposed by Odlyzko [76]. Under the PMP scheme, the net-

work is split into subnetworks. The tariff for each subnetwork is different,

expecting a lower congestion for highly priced networks. This method does

not offer any QoS guarantees, so that it is somewhat weak compared to sev-

eral other approaches. However, due to its simplicity, it is, indeed, very

attractive to many practitioners.

In this regard, a few papers have examined the PMP scheme for charging

packet networks. In [85], the authors present a mathematical model in which

all packets are generated by the same kind of application and all users have
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Table 3.1: Summary of Notations for Paris Metro Pricing

Symbol Meaning

N total number of users

αi fraction of network i

θ user type parameter

X number of active users (single)

Xi number of active users in network i (differentiated)

xπ network congestion (single)

xπi network congestion in network i (differentiated)

p network access price (single)

pi network i’s access price (differentiated)

R(·) revenue function

the same valuation of QoS. Even though they have showed the existence

and uniqueness of the stability using queueing theory, the assumptions seem

too strong to have practical implications. Paper [26] is the closest work to

ours in that, based on their proposed model, they tried to show whether a

network service provider (a single-constrained monopolist) can be profitable

using PMP strategy. However, there are several differences with our study.

First, although they modeled the user’s satisfaction as the utility function

they only showed the surplus from the providers perspective. In addition,

the results they showed were merely for uniform distribution. Most of the

papers in which PMP is analyzed take the uniform distribution of users as

one of the assumptions for their model. However, in [34] the authors pointed

out that it is required to assess the importance of those assumptions. In this

spirit, we adopt a basic model from [98] and further extend it so as to analyze

the economic aspects of this pricing scheme and to address the limitations of

the existing papers.
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3.1 System model

3.1.1 Single Pricing

In this section, we develop a system model based on [98] with one network

which will be used throughout the paper. Consider a communication sys-

tem with a large population of N users each charaterized by a type θ that

is an independent random variable distributed in [0, 1] with f(θ) and F (θ)

as its probability density function and cumulative distribution function re-

spectively. A user of type θ finds the network connection acceptable if the

number of users X using the network and the price p are such that

X

N
� 1− θ and p � θ. (3.1)

In this expression, N is the capacity of the network. Due to our analysis

purpose, note that the capacity in the model is different from the conventional

one that uses bps. Also, we will later divide the network into two subnetworks,

each with capacity N/2. The expression interprets that a user with a large

value of θ is willing to pay quite a lot for the connection but he expects a low

utilization (or congestion) for a high quality of service. Conversely, a user

with a small value of θ does not want to pay much for his connection but

is willing to tolerate high delays. For example, we can view the users with

large θ as users of VoIP and those with small θ as web browsers.

Assume that the network connection price is p ∈ (0, 1). If the number

of users in the network at a certain time period is X, then a user of type

θ connects if the inequalities above are satisfied, i.e., if θ ∈ [p, 1 − X/N ].

Since θ is distributed in [0, 1], the probability that a random user connects

is [F (1−X/N)− F (p)]+. Accordingly, the number X of users that connect

is binomial with mean N × [F (1−X/N)− F (p)]+, so that

X

N
≈

[
F (1− X

N
)− F (p)

]+

(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: The two functions y1 and y2 for the illustration of solution x∗π(p)

of (3.3)

by the law of large numbers, since N is large. By letting xπ = X/N , (1) can

be expressed as

xπ = [F (1− xπ)− F (p)]+ . (3.3)

Let the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (2) be y1(xπ) and y2(xπ)

respectively. Then, for a fixed p, the solution of (3.3) can be illustrated as in

Figure 3.1.

Since y1 is increasing and y2 is non-increasing, with both functions sharing

the same domain of [0, 1], a unique solution xπ(p) exists. By taking the

derivative of (2) with respect to p we have

dx

dp
= − f(p)

1 + f(1− xπ)
< 0 (3.4)

which shows that xπ is a decreasing function of p.

Now, we solve the provider revenue (R(p)) maximization problem. In

other words, we find the price p that maximizes the product of the number

14



of users of the network and the price p, that is

p∗ = argmax
p

R(p) = p · xπ(p). (3.5)

Since R(p) is a continuous function with R(0) = 0 and R(1) = 0, there

exists at least one solution to the above maximization problem. Generally,

it is nontrivial to find a closed form solution for xπ(p), hence, for solving

(3) a numerical method is performed. Nevertheless, to illustrate, we show a

simple example when θ is uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. Equation (1), then,

reduces to
X

N
≈

(
1− X

N
− p

)+

. (3.6)

Solving this expression we find that xπ := X/N = (1−p)/2. The operator

can maximize his revenues by choosing the value of p that maximizes pxπ =

p(1− p)/2. The maximizing price is p = 1/2 and the corresponding value of

pxπ is 1/8, which measures the revenue divided by N1.

3.1.2 Differentiated Pricing

Consider now a situation where Paris Metro Pricing is applied. The network

service provider divides the network into two subnetworks, each with different

capacity. That is, there exist two networks: network 1 with price p1 and

capacity Nαπ1 and network 2 with price p2 and capacity Nαπ2 (where απ1 +

απ2 = 1). Without loss of generality, we assume p1 > p2. The users will

select one of the two networks, based on the prices and utilizations. A user

joins if there is an acceptable network and he chooses the cheapest network

if both are acceptable. Moreover, if both networks are acceptable and, by
1For merely flat pricing, due to its simplicity, we were able to get results from curvilinear

distributions (beta distribution). The pdf of the beta distribution is defined as f(x, α, β) =

xα−1(1−x)β−1/
∫ 1

0
uα−1(1−u)β−1 du and the results (maximum revenue) for some instances

are as follows: 0.1045 (α = 0.5, β = 0.5), 0.1176 (α = 2, β = 5), 0.1620 (α = 5, β = 2),

0.1488 (α = 2, β = 2), and 0.1610 (α = 3, β = 3)
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any chance, have the same price, a user will join the one with the smallest

utilization because it offers a marginally better QoS.

If the number of users in the two networks are X1 and X2 respectively,

then a user of type θ chooses network 2 if X2/(Nαπ2) � 1 − θ and p2 � θ.

The probability that θ falls between p2 and 1−X2/(Nαπ2) is then
[
F (1− X2

Nαπ2
)− F (p2)

]+

. (3.7)

Then, xπ2 := X2/N is given by

xπ2 =
[
F (1− xπ2

απ2
)− F (p2)

]+

. (3.8)

A user will opt for network 1 if X1/(Nαπ1) � 1−θ, p1 � θ and X2/(Nαπ2) >

1− θ. Thus, we find that xπ1 := X1/N is such that

xπ1 =
[
F (1− xπ1

απ1
)− F (max{p1, 1− xπ2

απ2
})
]+

. (3.9)

To determine the prices p1 and p2 that maximize the revenue of the

operator, one needs to maximize the total revenue R obtained by both two

subnetworks over p1 and p2, mathematically it is equivalent to solving the

following problem

R = max
p1,p2

p1xπ1 + p2xπ2. (3.10)

By solving the problem when the network capacity is divided exactly

half (again with uniform distribution of θ), one can show that the maximum

occurs for p1 = 8/13 and p2 = 11/26 and that the maximum revenue equals

to 25/156. Eventually, we may conclude that the service differentiation with

Paris Metro Pricing increases the revenue from 1/8 to 25/156, or by 28.2%.

This can be one good rationale to use PMP instead of not using it. In this

regard, we show, from another perspective, that it is recommended to use

PMP. The provider who is willing to use PMP will want to know how much

additional capacity is needed (without using PMP) in order to have as much
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as revenue obtained from using PMP (In this analysis we assume that the

cost of increasing the network capacity is considerable).

Proposition 3.1.1 PMP gives an increase in revenue by 28.2% which is

equivalent to the amount when using only one network (and not using PMP)

and increasing the network capacity by 78.6% given the original capacity N

Proof : Let the increased capacity be N(1 + β). Considering the new

increased capacity gives

X

N
≈

(
1− X

N(1 + β)
− p

)+

.

Solving for x, we have

x =
1 + β

2 + β
(1− p),

then solving the optimization problem (3.10), we have the optimal revenue

with extended capacity as Rext. By equating this with the optimal revenue

obtained by PMP, Rpmp gives corresponding β as

Rext =
1
4

(
1 + β

2 + β

)
=

25
156

= Rpmp,

β =
44
56

.

�

3.2 Impact of PMP on Revenue and User Subscription

Since we have seen the price that maximizes the provider’s revenue and its

corresponding revenue with θ following uniform distribution, we will now see

how these values as well as the fraction of users joining the network change

with more general cdfs of θ. The rationale behind this is that uniform distri-

bution alone cannot represent various type of user population. For instance,

there might be a community of users in which the majorities use real-time
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services. On the other hand, one user group might consist of majority of

people requiring non-delay-constrained services (e.g., email). Therefore, we

need to represent these typical user distributions and incorporate them in

the study of analyzing the impact of PMP.

In this regard, we define three additional probability distributions (f1, f3

and f4) that capture three typical user distributions as follows (figure 2):

fi(θ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

2− 2θ if i = 1

1 if i = 2

2θ if i = 3

where θ ∈ [0, 1] for all three distributions. Also,

f4(θ) =

⎧⎨
⎩

4θ if 0 � θ � 1
2

4− 4θ if 1
2 < θ � 1

The first pdf (f1) comes from a general concave cdf of θ and stands

for a network consisting of high population of users generating non-delay-

constrained traffic . The second function comes from a general linear cdf

of θ and exactly corresponds to the uniform distribution and represents a

well balanced network of users. The third one (f3) is a pdf that represents

a convex cumulative distribution function indicating the networks where the

majority of users require high QoS levels. The last one (f4) is a pdf of a

‘S-shaped’ cdf and designates a network with majority of users requiring

intermediate QoS levels. We will denote the network environment for each

user population type as NT1, NT2, NT3, and NT4 henceforth.

To see whether PMP actually gives benefits to both providers and users

we, first, have to check whether it is always better irrespective of network en-

vironment. Secondly, even though this is true, we also have to check whether

the average surplus of using PMP over every network environment is better

than the value when it is not used. This comes from the fact that the type
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Figure 3.2: The pdfs of θ representing each different network environment

of user population will change over time since users consisting the network

will require different service types at different time segment of interest. In

light of this, we derive the maximum revenue and the corresponding user

participation for each of the four user distributions. We will denote R̂1
max,

R̂2
max, R̂3

max and R̂4
max, and α̂1

π2, α̂2
π2, α̂3

π2 and α̂4
π2 as the maximum revenues

and their corresponding απ2 values achieved by using PMP scheme for the

distributions f1, f2, f3 and f4

3.2.1 Uniform Distribution

For the uniform distribution, we could express R̂2
max, p1, p2, xπ1, and xπ2

with respect to just one variable απ2 after some manipulation. Each of these

values are illustrated in Figure ?? and we find that the maximum revenue as

well as the corresponding απ2 is as follows:

R̂2
max = 0.1608 , α̂2

π2 = 0.43
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In this example, the revenue increases by 28.6% compared to flat pricing.

We could notice, from this analysis, that απ2 which maximizes revenue is in

fact slightly less than 0.5. This tells us that when using two subnetworks

to apply PMP, dividing it exactly half may not be the best choice for the

network service provider. Also, since the range of απ2 that results in the

revenue within 90% of the maximum value covers about 68% (� 50%) of its

whole interval, we could say that the revenue is not that sensitive to the ratio

of dividing a network.

Figure ??c shows how the network utilization changes as απ2 increases. As

you see from the figure, the total network utilization (denoted as subscription

f2 in Fig. 3c) is at maximum when απ2 = 0.43. This is the exact απ2 value

that maximizes the total revenue. This implies that, when the network service

provider maximizes his own profit, the network utilization is also maximized

which is naturally true since the more users join the network the more revenue

can be achieved (however, this does not imply that those two values have to

be exactly the same, instead it means they will tend to have similar values).

Moreover, it is easy to see from Figure 1c that whatever the value of απ2 is,

PMP strategy always results in higher utilization than not performing it.

3.2.2 Non-uniform Distributions

In effect, if the user population is not represented by a uniform distribution,

it is difficult to derive the maximum revenue of the service provider when

PMP is used. This is due to the fact that it involves a maximization problem

over three variables of απ2, p1, and p2. The results for the three non-uniform

user distributions is illustrated in figures 3.3-3.5 and we find the maximum

revenues and corresponding απ2 values as follows (for the derivation of all

the values for uniform and non-uniform distributions see [25]):

R̂1
max = 0.1512, α̂1

π2 = 0.45
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Figure 3.3: Numerical results for the three non-uniform distribution cases

(including that of uniform distribution): Revenues with respect to απ2 for

each user distribution

R̂3
max = 0.1713, α̂3

π2 = 0.45

R̂4
max = 0.1908, α̂4

π2 = 0.50.

From the previous section we have seen that when the network consists

of a well-balanced users, the capacity ratio between two subnetworks is not

that sensitive as long as it is close enough to the optimal ratio. We, now,

try to see whether this is also true for the rest of the three network types.

The sensitivity of the total revenue with respect to απ2 can be derived from

the R-απ2 plots for each of the three non-uniform distributions (Figure 3.3).

That is, we would like to see how the revenue changes when the ratio of the

capacities between two subnetwork is slightly altered from the optimal value

(α∗π2). From Figure 3.3 we could see that the range of απ2 that produces the
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Figure 3.4: Numerical results for the three non-uniform distribution cases

(including that of uniform distribution): Prices with respect to απ2 for each

user distribution

revenue within 90% of maximum value spans 65%, 74%, and 77% of its overall

interval for NT1, NT3 and NT4 respectively. Thus, with the sensitivity of

NT2 we could say that the revenue achieved in the environment NT1 is

relatively sensitive to the ratios of its subnetwork capacity which should be

considered for a provider when its servicing environment is of NT1 most of

the time. However, in general (and on average), determining the proportion

of the subnetworks is not that critical.

Comparing with the maximum revenues when PMP is not used, we even-

tually see that no matter what type of user population may be, using PMP

always produces a higher revenue for the network service providers (Figure

3.6a). Similarly, PMP scheme is always favored by network users, regardless
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Figure 3.5: Numerical results for the three non-uniform distribution cases

(including that of uniform distribution): User participation with respect to

απ2 for each user distribution

of the characteristics of user groups as shown in Figure 3.6b. The users’

satisfaction is measured by the number of users who join the network (user

participation) because, based on our system model, only the satisfied users

receive the network services. In summary, the average values of 4 network

environment between using PMP and not using PMP clearly show that PMP

is, indeed, a superior pricing scheme in terms of both the revenue and network

utilization (user participation).

Observation 3.2.1 In a network where only one network service provider

(a monopolist) provides internet service, it is always better for the provider

to use Paris Metro Pricing scheme than to just provide a general service

with flat pricing. In addition, PMP scheme is always favored by the users
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(a) Maximum revenue

(b) User subscription

Figure 3.6: Maximum revenues and user subscription for each user distribu-

tion
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consisting the network.

Observation 3.2.2 For a network service provider to achieve the maximum

revenue, determining the fraction of the capacity of the subnetworks is less

critical for all of the network environment.

3.3 Competition: Duopoly

In previous sections, we have noticed that a single network service provider (a

monopolist) will have an advantage for using PMP scheme. Then one might

ask, “what happens when there are two network service providers? Does the

Nash equilibrium even exist for the duopoly case?” In this section, we try to

answer this question by modeling the situation using game theory.

3.3.1 Three prices

We first analyze the situation where there are two service providers with only

one using PMP. That is, one ISP (firm A) provides the service with a single

price pa and the other ISP (firm B) uses PMP with the lower price pb1 and

the higher price pb2. Both the competing firms have equal capacity where

firm B splits the two subnetworks exactly half. Then, with this situation,

there are 5 possible cases as follows:

1. pa < pb1 < pb2.

2. pb1 < pa < pb2.

3. pb1 < pb2 < pa.

4. pa = pb1 < pb2.

5. pb1 < pa = pb2.
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Let RA and RB be the revenue (function) of the two firms respectively.

From the similar derivation as in section 2 we can obtain the revenue func-

tions of both firms for each of the 5 cases as follows:

1. RA = 2
3(pa − p2

a),

RB = pb1min(1−pb1
2 , 1−pa

6 ) + pb2min(1−pb2
2 , 1

2min(1−pb1
2 , 1−pa

6 )).

2. RA = pa
2
3min(1− pa,

1−pb1
2 ),

RB = pb1(1−pb1)
2 + pb2

1
2min(1− pb2,

2
3min(1− pa,

1−pb1
2 )).

3. RA = pa
2
3min(1− pa,

1
2min(1− pb2,

1−pb1
2 )),

RB = pb1(1−pb1)
2 + pb2

1
2min(1− pb2,

1−pb1
2 ).

4. RA = 1
2(pa − p2

a),

RB = pb1(1−pb1)
4 + pb2

1
2min(1− pb2,

3(1−pb1)
4 ).

5. RA = pa
1
2min(1− pa,

1−pb1
2 ),

RB = pb1(1−pb1)
2 + pb2

1
4min(1− pb2,

1−pb1
2 ).

Let R∗A and R∗B be the optimal revenue for each firm and p∗a, p∗b1, and

p∗b2 be the corresponding prices. Then the values for each of the 5 cases are

summarized in table 3.2.

Based on the results, we try to find the Nash equilibrium price vector

(p̄a, p̄b1, p̄b2) such that

RA(p̄a, p̄b1, p̄b2) � RA(pa, p̄b1, p̄b2) ∀pa

and

RB(p̄a, p̄b1, p̄b2) � RB(p̄a, pb1, pb2) ∀pb1, pb2

However, one can verify that there are no such vector and conclude that

there exist no Nash equilibrium with three prices case.
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Table 3.2: Optimal revenues and prices for firms A and B (three prices)

Case p∗a p∗b1 p∗b2 R∗A R∗B

1) 1/2 5/6 11/12 0.167 0.108

2) 3/4 1/2 5/6 0.125 0.194

3) 17/20 2/5 7/10 0.085 0.225

4) 1/2 1/2 5/8 0.125 0.180

5) 3/4 1/2 3/4 0.090 0.172

Table 3.3: User subscription for firms A and B (three prices)

Case x∗a x∗b1 x∗b2

1) 1/3 1/12 1/24

2) 1/6 1/4 1/12

3) 1/10 3/10 3/20

4) 3/8 3/8 3/16

5) 3/16 1/4 3/16

3.3.2 Four prices

We now consider the situation where the two firms both go for PMP scheme.

In other words, firm A provides a differentiated service with two prices pa1 and

pa2(> pa1) and, similarly, firm B divides the network into two subnetworks

with prices pb1 and pb2(> pb1). Now, due to the symmetry, we need only

consider 6 cases which are

1. pb1 < pb2 < pa1 < pa2.

2. pb1 < pa1 < pb2 < pa2.

3. pa1 < pb1 < pb2 < pa2.

4. pb1 = pa1 < pb2 < pa2.
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5. pb1 < pa1 < pb2 = pa2.

6. pb1 = pa1 < pb2 = pa2.

And one can find the revenue functions of both firms for the three cases

as follows:

1. RA = pa2
1
2min(1− pa2, xa1) + pa1min(1−pa1

2 , 1−pb2
4 ),

RB = pb2
1−pb2

2 + pb1
1−pb1

2 .

2. RA = pa2
1
2min(1− pa2, xb2) + pa1min(1−pa1

2 , x4
2 ),

RB = pb2
1
2min(1− pb2, x2) + pb1

1−pb1
2 .

3. RA = pa2
1
2min(1− pa2, xb2) + pa1

1−pa1

2 ,

RB = pb2
1
2min(1− pb2, xb1) + pb1

1
2min(1− pb1, xa1).

4. RA = pa2
1
2min(1− pa2, xb2) + pa1(1−pa1

3 ),

RB = pb2
1
2min(1− pb2, xb1) + pb1

1−pb1
3 .

5. RA = pa2
1
3min(1− pa2, xa1) + pa1min(1−pa1

2 , x4
2 ),

RB = pb2
1
3min(1− pb2, x2) + pb1

1−pb1
2 .

6. RA = pa2
1
3min(1− pa2, xa1) + pa1(1−pa1

3 ),

RB = pb2
1
3min(1− pb2, xb1) + pb1

1−pb1
3 .

where xa2, xa1, xb2, and xb1 are the number of users in the networks in

which the prices are pa2, pa1, pb2, and pb1 divided by the capacity respectively

and are as follows:

xb1 =
1
2
(1− pb1), xb2 = min(

1− pb2

2
,
xb1

2
).

xa1 = min(
1− pa1

2
,
xb2

2
), xa2 = min(

1− pa2

2
,
xa1

2
).
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Table 3.4: Optimal revenues and prices for firms A and B (four prices)

Case p∗a2 p∗a1 p∗b2 p∗b1 R∗A R∗B

1) 0.93 0.86 0.7 0.4 0.0927 0.225

2) 0.93 0.75 0.88 0.5 0.1217 0.1778

3) 0.94 0.5 0.88 0.76 0.1532 0.144

4) 0.84 0.5 0.67 0.5 0.1505 0.1943

5) 0.86 0.7 0.86 0.4 0.1453 0.2007

6) 0.67 0.5 0.67 0.5 0.1578 0.1578

Table 3.5: User subscription for firms A and B (four prices)

Case x∗a2 x∗a1 x∗b2 x∗b1

1) 7/200 7/100 3/20 3/10

2) 3/100 1/8 3/50 1/4

3) 3/100 1/4 3/50 3/25

4) 1/12 1/3 1/6 1/3

5) 1/10 3/20 1/10 3/10

6) 2/9 1/3 2/9 1/3

For each of the three cases, the optimal revenues (R∗A, R∗B ) and corresponding

prices (p∗a2, p∗a1, p∗b2, p∗b1) are shown in table 3.4.

Similar to the three prices case, we observe that there are no Nash equi-

librium price vector for this case. Thus, in the duopoly model, we conclude

that there are no equilibria based on the solution concept of Nash equilibrium

when both firms use PMP2. Moreover, it is interesting to notice that even

when both firms decide to provide services with single pricing there are no
2We have analyzed the cases with the concept of ε-equilibrium as well but the result did

not change
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Nash equilibria [98].

3.3.3 Discussion

It is also interesting to notice that the result is model-dependent. In a related

literature, Gibbens et al. [34] showed that if there are more than one firm (in

the market) then they do not differentiate their networks in equilibrium. That

is, in a duopoly setting, the result which states that there is no equilibrium

with PMP is same as ours but the fact that there is indeed an equilibrium

with single prices is different.

The nonexistence of equilibria does not mean that there is no incentive

to differentiate the prices in the real-world duopoly setting3. For instance,

assume there are two providers each dividing the market share equally with

single prices. If firm A’s price (pA) is lower than firm B’s price (pB), clearly,

firm A will increase its profit by introducing another price, say pA2, around

pB to take away some of firm B’s market share. On the other hand, firm B will

introduce a lower price, say pB2, around pA to maximize its profit. Therefore,

in reality, we might observe the situation where there are 2 providers each

with 2 prices.

3.4 Summary

In this section, we developed a model for Paris Metro Pricing strategy and

demonstrated the profit incentive for a NSP to use PMP in a variety of

scenarios. In particular, we analyzed the consumer behavior under PMP by

allowing the model to define each users’ condition which, when satisfied, they

opt for joining the network. We evaluated the revenue of using PMP when

there is a single provider (a monopolist) and determined the optimal fraction
3Here we assume that, in the real world, ISPs cannot change its level of service price

freely over time due to political and social reasons.
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of the two subnetworks to be divided in order to maximize the profit. We have

seen that using PMP, indeed, increases both the revenue and subscription.

Also, we have looked at a competition setting where two NSPs provide PMP.

As it turned out, we noticed that in a duopoly case there exist no (pure)

Nash equilibrium even when the duopolists go for single pricing.
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4. Token Pricing

Researchers have proposed many pricing schemes for the Internet [62, 76, 48].

Flat-rate pricing is the most widely used scheme. The users pay a fixed

monthly fee and get an unmetered access. The main advantages of this model

are its low administrative and billing costs for the ISP as well as predictability

for the users.

An usage-based pricing scheme charges users based on the amount of data

they use [2]. Rates may vary depending on the time of day to encourage a

smoother utilization of the available bandwidth resources [8]. However, such

a scheme requires ISPs to monitor accurately each user’s utilization and to

implement a detailed billing scheme based on these measurements. Users

face a variable bill and may get discouraged to use the network.

As more and more Internet services require a different level of quality

of service (QoS), numerous techniques have been proposed to provide differ-

entiated service levels. Some of these proposals use pricing mechanisms to

improve the economic efficiency [62, 91]. However, many of these schemes

are complicated and/or involve substantial costs in both development and

operations [76].

In their recent analysis, Schwartz et. al. [90] show that the transition

to multiple service classes is socially desirable but may increase the cost for

some users for the same level of service. To limit this undesirable effect,

they propose a regulation which sets an upper bound on the fraction of the

network capacity reserved for high priority service. They show that this

regulation can limit the distributional consequences while enabling providers

to increase their revenue. However, this scheme uses differentiated pricing,
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Table 4.1: Summary of Notations for Token Pricing

Symbol Meaning

s number of tokens a user is currently holding

V (s) maximal total expected discounted value (fixed congestion)

pτ congestion in service 1 and steady-state probability (discrete)

V (s, pτ ) maximal total expected discounted value (variable congestion)

xτ pure service 1 utility

g(xτ , pτ ) service 1 value

βτ discount factor

aτ (s) threshold value above which service 1 is consumed (discrete)

γ threshold value (continuous)

K number of tokens required for service 1 (discrete)

λ application arrival rate (continuous)

M number of tokens obtained per day (continuous)

Rτ (M, λ) value per token (continuous)

C network capacity

ατ fraction of service 1 capacity

pD(pN ) day (night) time congestion (single class)

gD(gN ) day (night) time utility (single class)

which requires traffic monitoring and may face resistance from users and

providers.

In this section, we analyze a pricing scheme called ‘Token Pricing’ that

has the advantages of flat-rate pricing, yet promotes a more efficient usage

of the network resources.
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4.1 Token Pricing Scheme

When using token pricing, users pay a fixed monthly fee for Internet access.

Each user receives a number of tokens. The provider offers a high-quality

Service 1 and a normal-quality Service 2. For instance, the services could

correspond to different “bearers” (GBR 1 or non-GBR) in an LTE network

[22].

Service 2 requires no tokens but may become congested. On the other

hand, Service 1 requires some tokens and, consequently, is likely to be less

congested than Service 2, thus offering a better quality by a Paris Metro

pricing effect [76]. Since the number of tokens is limited, users have an

incentive to use Service 1 when they derive a sufficiently higher utility from

that service. Consequently, we can expect the social welfare of the network

to increase since valuable resources get used for more valued applications.

A secure agent in the user’s browser can monitor the token usage so that

the provider does not face much additional complexity. Also, the provider

does not need additional billing mechanisms.

Below, we model the token pricing scheme and the behavior of users and

we analyze the improvement in social welfare. For simplicity, the analysis

proceeds in three steps. We first consider discrete time models and explores

the optimal strategy for a user who maximizes his total discounted utility.

The next section ignores the effect of users on the congestion of the network.

And the following sections extends the analysis to include the congestion

effect. Lastly we study a continuous time model for a user who maximizes his

long-term average utility. That section builds on the results of the previous

two.
1GBR: Guaranteed Bit Rate
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4.1.1 Fixed Congestion

This section studies the behavior of a user facing token pricing. For simplicity,

the model is in discrete time. Time is divided in epochs, such as ten-minute

intervals for instance. During each epoch, the user accesses the Internet once

for an application such as a file download, a voice or video call, an email

session or web browsing. The added value for the user of using the high-

quality Service 1 compared to using Service 2 depends on the application.

With the token pricing scheme, each user can use Service 1 only once

every K epochs, on average. The user must choose when to use Service

1. The intuition is that the user will use Service 1 only when he benefits

sufficiently from that valuable service. For instance, the user may choose

Service 1 for an important video call instead of wasting his tokens for a file

download that can be delayed. Consequently, for a given level of congestion

of Service 1, one may expect the users to benefit more from that service than

under a flat pricing scheme. The analysis confirms that intuition.

Every epoch n, each user gets 1 token and faces some application whose

utility is xτn higher for Service 1 than for Service 2. The xτn’s are inde-

pendent and identically distributed random variables. It costs K tokens per

epoch to use Service 1.

Assume that the user has s tokens. The maximal total expected dis-

counted value V (s) for the user of having s tokens satisfies the following

dynamic programming equation:

V (s) = E[max{βτV (s + 1), xτn + βτV (s + 1−K)}], (4.1)

where V (s) = −∞ for s < 0 (so that the user cannot use tokens when he has

fewer than K). In this expression βτ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor.

The optimal policy is then to use K tokens if and only if

xτ + βτV (s + 1−K) > βτV (s + 1), (4.2)
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i.e., if and only if

xτ > aτ (s) := βτ [V (s + 1)− V (s + 1−K)]. (4.3)

Thus, as expected, the user chooses to use Service 1 only for applications

that benefit sufficiently from that service. As the next result shows, the user

is more likely to use Service 1 when he has accumulated many tokens, which

is not surprising.

Theorem 4.1.1 aτ (s) is nonincreasing.

Proof : Let

Vn+1(s) = E[max{xτ + βτVn(s + 1−K), βτVn(s + 1)}],

with V0 = 0. Then one can show that Vn(s) → V (s) for all s as n →∞.

We want to show that

Δn(s) := Vn(s + 1)− Vn(s + 1−K)

is nonincreasing in s.

We do this by induction in n. Assume this is true for n. We show for

n + 1.

Note that

Vn+1(s) = βVn(s + 1−K)

+ E[max{xτ , βτVn(s + 1)− βτVn(s + 1−K)}]

= βτVn(s + 1−K) + E[max{xτ , βτΔn(s)}].

Thus,

Δn+1(s) = βτVn(s + 2−K) + E[max{xτ , βτΔn(s + 1)}]

− βτVn(s + 2− 2K)− E[max{xτ , βτΔn(s + 1−K)}]
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= βτΔn(s+1−K)+E[max{xτ , βτΔn(s+1)}−max{xτ , βτΔn(s+1−K)}].

Now, as s increases, the Δns in this expression do not increase. Consider,

for a � b,

φ(a, b, x) := b + max{x, a} −max{x, b}

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

a, if x < a

x, if a � x � b

b, if b < x.

Let a′ � a and b′ � b. It is clear from the above that

φ(a′, b′, x) � φ(a, b, x), ∀x

Hence,

E[φ(a′, b′, x)] � E[φ(a, b, x)].

Consequently, for any s < s′, by letting

a = βτΔn(s + 1), b = βτΔn(s + 1−K),

a′ = βτΔn(s′ + 1), b′ = βτΔn(s′ + 1−K),

we conclude that

Δn+1(s′) � Δn+1(s).

�

4.1.2 Variable Congestion

In this section, we consider that the value of Service 1 for an application

characterized by xτ as before is g(xτ , pτ ), where pτ is the congestion level of

Service 1. The interpretation is that, as it gets more congested, Service 1

becomes less valuable compared to Service 2. Thus, g(xτ , pτ ) is decreasing

in pτ and nondecreasing in xτ .
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The maximal total expected discounted value V (s, pτ ) for a user facing a

Service 1 with congestion level pτ when he has s tokens satisfies the following

dynamic programming equations:

V (s, pτ ) = E[max{βτV (s + 1, pτ ), g(xτ , pτ ) + βτV (s + 1−K, pτ )}]. (4.4)

The congestion level pτ is the fraction of users who use Service 1. Thus,

the value of pτ is a function of the behavior of the users and we will consider

that pτ is the probability that a given user uses Service 1. The interpretation

is that there are many users in the system and that each user faces the

congestion that many other users generate for Service 1. By himself, one

user has a negligible influence on the congestion level of Service 1. Thus,

this model can be thought of as a mean-field limit of the system when the

number of users increases.

To analyze this model numerically, we need an estimate of pτ . This

requires an estimate of the distribution of s. Now, s is a Markov chain that

increases by 1 with probability 1−pτ and decreases by K−1 otherwise. The

state-transition diagram of this Markov chain is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The Markov chain {sn, n � 0}

The transition probability matrix of this Markov chain is such that, for
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s � K,

pτ (s, pτ ) = P (s, s−K + 1, pτ ) = 1− P (s, s + 1, pτ )

= P [βτV (s + 1, pτ ) < g(xτ , pτ ) + βτV (s + 1−K, pτ )] =: P [xτ > aτ (s, pτ )].

Also, for s � K − 1,

P (s, s + 1, pτ ) = 1.

The following result is similar to Theorem 4.1.1.

Theorem 4.1.2 In the case that g(xτ , pτ ) is nondecreasing in xτ and non-

increasing in pτ , aτ (s, pτ ) is nonincreasing in s.

Proof : Let gp(xτ ) = g(xτ , pτ ). We assume the function gp is nondecreas-

ing in xτ and nonincreasing in pτ . For a fixed pτ , if gp is monotonically

increasing

P [βτV (s + 1, pτ ) < g(xτ , pτ ) + βτV (s + 1−K, pτ )]

= P [g(xτ , pτ ) > βτV (s + 1, pτ )− βτV (s + 1−K, pτ )]

= P [gp(xτ ) > τ(s, pτ )] = P [xτ > g−1
p (τ(s, pτ ))]

= P [xτ > aτ (s, pτ )].

where, τ(s, pτ ) = βτV (s + 1, pτ )− βτV (s + 1−K, pτ ).

Hence aτ (s, pτ ) = g−1
p (τ(s, pτ )). Since τ(s, pτ ) is nonincreasing in s for

a fixed pτ (Theorem 1) and g−1
p is an increasing function, aτ (s, pτ ) is nonin-

creasing in s.

Next if gp is nondecreasing but not monotonically increasing we have

P [gp(xτ ) > τ(s, pτ )] = P [xτ > max{xτ |gp(xτ ) = τ(s, pτ )}].

Hence aτ (s, pτ ) = max{xτ |gp(xτ ) = τ(s, pτ )}. Then we see that for s1 < s2

τ(s1, pτ ) � τ(s2, pτ ) ⇔ aτ (s1, pτ ) � aτ (s2, pτ ).
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As we discussed earlier, pτ is the probability that a user uses Service 1. If

we knew pτ , we could calculate the transition probabilities. These correspond

to some stationary distribution for s. One could then determine pτ from the

following fixed point equation:

pτ = E[pτ (s, pτ )]. (4.5)

The following theorem shows that the fixed point exists and is unique.

Theorem 4.1.3 E[p(s, p)] has a unique fixed point p = 1
K .

Proof : Let π(s, pτ ) be the stationary distribution of the Markov chain for

a given congestion pτ . Assume that the Markov chain starts in some state s0

and let τn be the n-th time that the Markov chain returns to s0. The number

ηn of times that the user uses K tokens during {0, 1, . . . , τn} must be such

that Kηn = τn. Thus, if ηn(s) is the number of times during {0, 1, . . . , τn}
that the Markov chain is in state s and that the user uses tokens, then

1
K

=
ηn

τn
=

∑
s

ηn(s)
τn

→
∑

s

π(s, pτ )pτ (s, pτ ) = E[pτ (s, pτ )] as n →∞.

where the limit follows from the ergodicity of the Markov chain. �

4.1.3 Continuous Time

In this section, we consider that a user gets M tokens per day and it costs 1

token for using Service 1. Applications arrive as a Poisson process with rate λ

during the day where each has a utility that is higher by xτ for using Service

1 instead of Service 2. We assume that xτ is an exponentially distributed

random variable with mean 1 and is independent across applications.

The user can hold his tokens and use them whenever he wants. To max-

imize the long-term average value of his tokens, the user adopts a stationary

Markov policy that is of a threshold type. This follows from the fact that the
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optimal policy for a total discounted cost is of that type and that the policy

converges to the optimal long-term average cost policy as the discount factor

βτ goes to 1, as shown in [86].

As a result, the user uses one token if g(xτ , q1) > γ where

P [g(xτ , q1) > γ] =
M

λ
= exp{−γ̂}, (4.6)

where q1 = M/c is the congestion level in Service 1, and γ̂ = g−1
q1

(γ).

The value per token (i.e., the expected value of a single application in

token scheme) is then

Rτ (M, λ) := E[g(xτ , q1) : g(xτ , q1) > γ] = E[g(xτ , q1) : X > γ̂]. (4.7)

Then the total value generated by the token scheme is

MRτ (M, λ).

4.2 Numerical Analysis

In this section, we provide some numerical results to see how the value of the

token scheme changes with respect to the variables K or M that determine

the cost of Service 1.

4.2.1 Discrete Epochs

To see how the value differs with respect to the number of tokens required

to use Service 1, we set up a numerical experiment with a two specific utility

functions as follows:

g1(xτ , pτ ) = xτ − ηpτ , g2(xτ , pτ ) =
xτ

η(pτ + 1)
− ετ . (4.8)

In these expressions, η denotes the number of users in a given network. In

other words, since pτ denotes the fraction of users using service 1, ηpτ repre-

sents the actual congestion in the network that affects the user utility. Here,
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ετ > 0 makes the utility negative when the congestion is severe. Without that

term, the utility g2 would always be positive, independently of the congestion

level.

Figure 4.2(a), 4.2(b) shows the expected value of the token pricing scheme

with 5 different congestion levels (η). We see that when the number of users

in the network is low the overall value is high since the congestion disutility

is low. Also there exists some K = K∗ that produces the highest value when

the network is not under-utilized. However, when ones increases K beyond

K∗, the value decreases since users get to use Service 1 for fewer applications.

4.2.2 Continuous Time

For the continuous time model we consider the following utility function

g3(x, q):

g3(xτ , q) = xτ − q. (4.9)

Then we have

Rτ (M, λ) = 1− M

c
+ max{0, log

λ

M
}. (4.10)

Figure 4.3 illustrates the value MRτ (M, λ) of the token scheme with re-

spect to M for various demand values λ. We observe that there is an optimal

number M of tokens that maximizes the user utility. In addition, we see

that when user demand increases it is better to let users use premium service

more (higher optimal M) as long as the total utility surplus produced by us-

ing multiple of files in service 1 is larger than the disutility due to congestion.

Therefore, if the provider increases M larger than the optimal value given

fixed demand (λ), the value tends to decrease as the disutility coming from

congestion increases. Thus operators who adopt the token scheme should

adjust the number of tokens.
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Figure 4.2: Values of Token pricing scheme with respect to K: (a) g1(xτ , pτ ),

(b) g2(xτ , pτ )
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4.3 Flat vs Token

In the previous section, we have analyzed the proposed token pricing scheme

and illustrated its characteristics. We observed that it is simple for both the

provider and the users. In addition, we have seen that the token scheme

increases user welfare by letting users accumulate tokens and use them only

for relatively more valuable applications.

In this section we validate our proposed scheme by comparing it with

flat-rate pricing. Each day, the user uses λ applications, on average, and

each is of type xτ , an exponentially distributed random variable with mean

κ, independent across applications. In all cases, we use the same model for

the increase g(xτ , q) in utility of using Service 1 instead of Service 2 when

the congestion level of Service 1 is q and the application is of type xτ :

g(xτ , q) = A− xτq. (4.11)

In this expression, A denotes a positive benefit for receiving Internet service,
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(a) Flat

�

�

Service 1 

Service 2 

(b) Token

Figure 4.4: Network capacity for Flat and Token pricing scheme with two

service classes

which is independent of the pricing scheme.

First, consider flat-rate pricing. Assume that the congestion level of the

flat-rate network is qf . The total average daily value created by flat-pricing
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is

W (λ) = λE[g(xτ , qf )] = λ(A− κqf ), (4.12)

since there are λ applications per day, on average.

For the token scheme, the operator chooses the portion ατ of capacity

to be allocated for Service 1 (respectively, 1 − ατ for Service 2). The user

decides whether to use Service 1 or Service 2 depending on the application

type xτ . Assume that the congestion level of Service i is qi, for i = 1, 2, with

q1 < q2. Then, as we saw in Section 4.1.3, the user uses Service 1 if

g(xτ , q1)− g(xτ , q2) = xτ (q2 − q1) > γ, (4.13)

where the threshold γ is such that

P [xτ (q2 − q1) > γ] = exp{− κγ

q2 − q1
} =

M

λ
. (4.14)

Solving this equation allows to derive γ. We find γ = − q2−q1

κ log{M
λ }. Note

that γ decreases with the fraction M/λ of applications that can use Service

1.

Since the value of the token scheme comes from two services, the total

average value is given by

S(M, ατ , λ) = M.E[g(xτ , q1)|xτ (q2 − q1) > γ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Service 1 utility

+ (λ−M)E[g(xτ , q2)|xτ (q2 − q1) < γ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Service 2 utility

.

The provider using the token scheme chooses the number M of tokens

per day and the capacity ratio ατ that maximizes the value to users. Thus

the total value Rτ (λ) of using the token scheme is as follows:

R(λ) = max
M,ατ

S(M, ατ , λ). (4.15)

The value of any pricing scheme would depend upon the service type the

users are using. The service types could be classified into two categories [6]:

capacity-sharing service and latency-based service.
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4.3.1 Capacity-Sharing Service

First, we consider a generic class of services, in which the total demand in a

network is distributed among the processors with some fixed total capacity

(per user) c. Thus, we define the congestion functions as:

qf =
λ

c
, q1 =

M

ατc
, q2 =

λ−M

(1− ατ )c
. (4.16)

This type of congestion function is considered in prior work [34]. The inter-

pretation is that if N applications share a capacity C, then each application

faces a congestion disutility N/C. Accordingly, the value of the token scheme

is

SCS(M, ατ , λ) = ME[g(θ, q1)|Π] + (λ−M)E[g(θ, q2)|Πc]

= M

[
A− λκ

ατc

(
M

λ

)κ (
1 + log

(
λ

M

)κ)]

+(λ−M)
[
A− λκ

(1− ατ )c

{
1−

(
M

λ

)κ (
1 + log

(
λ

M

)κ)}]
.

where Π is the event that a user uses Service 1 as in (2).

4.3.2 Latency-Based Services

In other services, latency may be a major concern. A simple model to capture

the latency is by using an M/M/1 queue model [6]. Using this model, we

define a congestion function for latency-based services as follows:

Total expected delay =
1

μ− λ

where λ is the arrival rate and μ is the service rate. This function captures

the fact that when the network utilization gets close to the whole capacity,

the delay goes to infinity. Then, assuming the service rate is the available

capacity, the congestion functions for each of the services (Flat and Token)

are

qf =
1

c− λ
, q1 =

1
ατc− λ/M

, q2 =
1

(1− ατ )c− λ(1− 1/M)
. (4.17)
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Flat and Token pricing scheme with two service

classes (A=3)

This type of congestion has been considered in prior work [85] as well.

Hence the value of Token scheme in this type of service is
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SLB(M, ατ , λ) = ME[g(θ, q1)|Π] + (λ−M)E[g(θ, q2)|Πc]

= M

[
A− q1

λκ

M

(
M

λ

)κ (
1 + log

(
λ

M

)κ)]
+

(λ−M)
[
A− q2λκ

λ−M

{
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(
M

λ

)κ (
1 + log

(
λ

M

)κ)}]

Figure 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the numerical results for capacity sharing

service and latency based service respectively. From the comparison, we see

that, irrespective of service types, the token scheme always produces higher

revenue than flat-rate pricing. Moreover, we observe that the surplus created

by the token scheme should become more advantageous for future wireless

Internet tariffing since, in the future, we expect (1) a drastic increase in wire-

less data traffic and (2) a much higher portion of delay-sensitive multimedia

services.

4.4 Token Scheme with Single Class

In this section, we consider the Token scheme with single class instead of two

service classes. We divide one day into two different time zones: peak time

and off-peak time. We will use the notation ‘Day’ for peak time, and ‘Night’

for off-peak time since usually the network is more congested in day time.

(However, this is just for the explanatory purpose and thus the peak/off-peak

time could be some time segments during the day.)

Users pay a (fixed) monthly fee and are given some amount of tokens

as before. For simplicity, we only consider the demand in Day time since

these traffic contributes to the network overload while the network at Night

is under-utilized. Unlike the previous case, using ‘tokens,’ here, means using

the service right now (i.e., Day time) instead of at Night. Since the number

of tokens is limited, users will use the tokens only when the utility gain of

using that service at Day instead of at Night is sufficiently large, which will,
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Figure 4.6: Token scheme with Single Class: A single day is divided into two

time zones

possibly, lead to a load balancing of the network traffic between peak and

off-peak hours.

Consider a case where user’s decision is to use tokens and enjoy the service

now (for their day time demand) and, if not, delay the service to Night time.

Since he uses the service either at Day or Night, his decision to use tokens

is based on the utility xτ , the day time congestion pD, and the night time

congestion pN , where pD + pN = 1. Here the utility xτ is not an ‘added’

utility of using the service at Day, instead, it denotes the ‘absolute’ utility

of the services that is supposed to use at Day time when Token scheme is

not used (i.e., day time demand) and it is an independent and identically

distributed random variable. As for the two-service classes case, a user gets

one token per day and it requires K tokens to use the service at Day time.

Thus the maximal total expected discounted value V (s, pD) for the user of
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having s tokens facing the congestions in both time period (i.e., pD and pN )

satisfies the following dynamic programming equations:

V (s, pD) = E[max{gN (xτ , pN )+βτV (s+1, pD), gD(xτ , pD)+βτV (s+1−K, pD)}].

gD(xτ , p) denotes the perceived Day time utility function where the ser-

vice type of xτ is used at Day time facing the congestion pτ . Likewise,

gN (xτ , pτ ) is the perceived night time utility function. To represent the

higher utility for using at Day time we have

∂gD(xτ , pτ )
∂xτ

>
∂gN (xτ , pτ )

∂xτ
. (4.18)

Also, as in the two-class case, the perceived utility functions gD(xτ , pD)

and gN (xτ , pN ) is decreasing in congestion pD and pN respectively, i.e.,

∂gD(xτ , pD)
∂pD

< 0,
∂gN (xτ , pN )

∂pN
< 0. (4.19)

The optimal policy is to use K tokens if and only if,

gN (xτ , pN ) + βτV (s + 1, pD) < gD(xτ , pD) + βτV (s + 1−K, pD)

⇔ βτ{V (s + 1, pD)− V (s + 1−K, pD)} < gD(xτ , pD)− gN (xτ , pN )

⇔ βτ{V (s + 1, pD)− V (s + 1−K, pD)} < ĝ(xτ , pD) ⇔ xτ > âτ (s, pD),

where we define the function ĝ(xτ , pD) := gD(xτ , pD) − gN (xτ , pN ) and

âτ (s, pD) = ĝ−1
pD

(βτ{V (s + 1, pD)− V (s + 1−K, pD)}).
Now the optimal policy depends on two variables xτ and pD instead of

three (xτ , pD, pN ), since pD + pN = 1. Also, ĝ(xτ , pD) is increasing in xτ and

decreasing in pD since ∂ĝ(xτ ,pD)
∂xτ

= ∂gD(xτ ,pτ )
∂pD

− ∂gN (xτ ,pτ )
∂xτ

> 0 from (4.18) and
∂ĝ(xτ ,pD)

∂pD
= ∂gD(xτ ,pτ )

∂pD
+ ∂gN (xτ ,pτ )

∂pN
< 0 from (4.19).

Hence, the optimal policy is mathematically equivalent to the two-class

service case with variable congestion (as in Sec. 2.2) except that the notation

has changed from the congestion in Service 1, pτ , to the congestion in Day

time, pD and from the utility function g(xτ , pτ ) to ĝ(xτ , pD) . Thus, Theorems

2 and 3 hold for this case as well.
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4.4.1 Comparison with Flat and Token with single service class

This section validates the Token Scheme with single service class by compar-

ing with Flat pricing as well. Each day, the user has λ applications to use

at peak time (i.e., Day time demand), on average, and each is of type xτ , an

exponentially distributed random variable with mean κ, independent across

applications. Also it requires 1 token to use the service at Day time. For this

scheme, using tokens means using the service at Day so each user will use M

applications, on average, at Day time and the rest λ−M at Night. The only

difference with the two service classes case is that the capacity is not divided

in any way since there is merely a single service. Thus the network capacity

is c for both Day and Night.

For Flat pricing, as there is no cost for using the service at Day, all the

Day time demand is used at peak time. This means that all the Day time

demand (λ) is used at peak time and none at night. From Fig. 4.7 we see

that, similar to the two service classes case, Token sheme is superior to Flat

scheme for both capacity sharing service and latency based service.

4.5 Summary

The design of tariff schemes for packet-based network services should not

only take into account various aspects to make it technologically feasible but

also consider social issues from the perspective of users to be actually used

in practice. Researchers have proposed numerous pricing schemes to provide

QoS since, in the future, we expect a rapid increase in the applications that

require high QoS. Nevertheless, most of the schemes are too complicated

and, above all, unfavored by users. In this spirit, we proposed a novel scheme

called, Token pricing scheme, in a way that is simple and predictive to be well

appreciated by users, and also efficient to provide QoS requirements. We have

shown for both single service and two service classes that, comparing with the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of Flat and Token pricing scheme with single service

class (A=3)

current dominant Flat-rate pricing, our proposed scheme gives higher utility

to the users, and especially significant increase of utility surplus for Latency
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based services, with relatively low cost of implementation.
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5. Price of Simplicity

5.1 Flat-rate and Volume-based Pricing

The telecommunication industry has been continuously debating the benefits

of the two practical pricing plans: flat-rate (a.k.a. all-you-can-eat) pricing

and volume-based (a.k.a. pay-as-you-go) pricing. For broadband services,

the industry has been dominated by flat-rate prices for its predictability and

user acceptance. However, together with the skyrocketing interest in applica-

tions and smartphones, this has led to a mobile data traffic explosion where

about 3 percent of users generate about 40 percent of data traffic [36]. Given

the situation, NSPs have tried to address this disparity in data usage to en-

sure that everyone is able to share the benefits delivered by the services. As a

feasible economic solution, providers have introduced a volume-based pricing

due to several advantages: (1) It is efficient in terms of resource supply and

utilization ; (2) the price is more closely linked to the cost to deliver the

service (cost allocation); and (3) it provides opportunities to develop new

services. Nevertheless, it is not as widely used as flat-rate pricing because

of the most important drawback: customers’ strong resistance. Despite cus-

tomers’ preference, network providers are considering to charge their services

with volume-based pricing for their coming LTE (Long Term Evolution) net-

work [30, 96]. One of the possible reason behind this movement is that the

backbone traffic is growing dramatically but the revenue is not. Thus, it is of

critical matter for the provider whether current flat-rate pricing is sustainable

in the long run in terms of revenue.

This dissertation contributes on the network literature that analyzes the

two pricing schemes: flat-rate and usage based pricing. In [21], the authors
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Flat and Volume-based Pricing

Flat-rate Pricing Volume-based Pricing

Resource Efficiency × �
Supply Efficiency × �
Cost Allocation × ©
Individual QoS × ×
New Service × �
Predictability © �

User Acceptance © ×

conducted a real-life market and technology trial named the Internet Demand

Experiment (INDEX) in an attempt to determine how much users value dif-

ferent qualities of service of Internet access. The subject group of INDEX

consists of 70+ customers including students, faculty and staff of the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley. By providing them a sequence of service plans,

each participant selects a particular pricing model. The core findings are as

follows: (1) ISPs offering flat-rate service create large social inefficiencies in

the form of waste, inter-subscriber subsidies, and tiered service. (2) How-

ever, usage-based pricing with differentiated service quality provides gains to

providers and most consumers, and promotes the diffusion of broadband ac-

cess. Kesidis et al. [55] also compares the two pricing schemes using queueing

theory. The difference between this work and ours comes from the modeling

of a utility function. The user utility in [55] is modeled as follows

Un(ρ) ≡
⎧⎨
⎩

ρn if σkρk � Λ

ρnexp
(
−σkρk
Λβn

)
else.

(5.1)

where ρ denotes the vector of (user n) traffic rates, ρn, and βn � 0 is a user-
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dependent parameter, and Λ is an effective limit on the offered load. The

utility is merely a function of supported load without any price parameter to

represent a user’s disutility. Moreover, this setting does not allow to define

a proper revenue function of an ISP. Thus, although they compare the two

pricing schemes and conclude that usage-based pricing is better than flat-

rate in terms of degree of overload, the result does not cover the economic

relationship between the provider and users.

MacKie-Mason and Varian [62] describes the economic theory of pricing

congestible resource. They explore the implications of flat pricing and usage-

based pricing for capacity expansion in a diverse environments. The major

characteristic of [62] that differs from ours is that they considered ISP revenue

maximization in terms of both price and capacity. This setting where the

provider has two variables for decision making can be interpreted as a case

where the provider is considering to enter the market or a situation where

the management makes a long-term decision. In their work capacity is a

variable while it is a fixed (given) constant in our model. The rationale

behind this is based on the fact that prices are set more frequently than the

capacity. Capacity change (e.g., expansion) incurs reasonably more cost than

to make price changes and thus it would be natural to make those decisions in

sequence rather than simultaneously if dealt both at the same time. Instead

our model considers a short-term decision of ISPs where the capacity is given

and does not change for sufficiently long period of time.

Among related work the closest one is [93]. In effect our research is mo-

tivated by theirs. In [93], the authors have shown that the loss of revenue

from using simple entry fee is small in a range of environments. In partic-

ular, the utility function (of user i) they used is given by ui(x) = αiu(x),

where αi is user i’s valuation, and u is a concave, nondecreasing function.

They also introduced “Price of Simplicity,” a revenue loss metric defined by
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infα>0
RMUP

RS
which is basically the worst-case ratio of the revenue under flat

price (RMUP ) to the maximum revenue that the provider can obtain under

complete information (RS). In particular, for a given vector α = {α1, ..., αN}
with α1 � α2 � . . . � αN , the maximum revenue that the service provider

can obtain by posting a single entry price, denoted by RMUP (α, u)) is given

by

RMUP (α, u) = max
i∈N

{
iαiu

(
C

i

)}
. (5.2)

where C is the bandwidth of the link. Also, RS(α, u) can be obtained by

solving the following optimization problem.

maximizex�0
∑

i∈N αiu(xi)

subject to
∑

i∈N xi � C.

They provide several examples supporting their claim. For the utility

function u(x) = log(1 + x), the expression for the PoS is given by

log(2)

∑14
i=1

log(2)

ilog(1+ 1
i )

log

⎛
⎜⎝ 15ilog(1+ 1

i )∑14
j=1

log(2)

jlog(1+1
j )

⎞
⎟⎠

. (5.3)

Evaluating this yields the value of 87.8012% which represents a low price of

simplicity. Also, for the utility function u(x) = 1 − e−x, the PoS value is

84.4756%, again showing a low price of simplicity (according to their def-

inition). Although the results are based on a rigorous analysis, they have

overlooked a typical feature inherent in data network: congestion. It is clear

that the utility function above encompasses only the utility of enjoying the

service and no disutility coming from the delay one experiences. One can

expect that this delay disutility might be negligible in an underutilized net-

work but can be substantial in case of severe congestion. As the data traffic
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is expected to grow dramatically there is no doubt that the delay disutility

would be a crucial factor in terms of user’s perceived utility. Therefore, in

this paper, we aim to reinvestigate the price of simplicity in a network under

congestion. We first redefine the term ‘price of simplicity’ as follows:

Definition 5.1.1 [Price of Simplicity] The price of simplicity (PoS) is de-

fined as one minus the ratio of the revenue under flat price (RF ) to the

revenue under two-part tariff (RT ); i.e.,

PoS = 1− RF

RT
.

Note that, unlike [93], we compare the revenue difference between flat

price and two-part tariff as they are the most prevailing pricing plans in

practice. By definition, high PoS means the revenue loss induced by using

flat price is large. We would like to specify in which context the PoS is high

and what exacerbates this phenomenon.

5.2 Model

In this section, we examine the concept called the price of simplicity. In

order to analyze this concept we look through the relationship between the

ISP and end users. An ISP will choose either flat pricing or two-part tariff

for their service towards users.1 We will first consider an ideal case where all

users are identical in their preferences. Then we examine a more practical

scenario where users are heterogeneous in their service preference and their

congestion sensitivity.
1For the ISP-CP relationship, a “network neutrality debate” is a crucial issue that is

spread throughout most of the world. For the literatures on network neutrality refer to

[75], [89], [4], [37], [56], [7], [99], [88], [95], [87], [74], [18], [97], [32], [43], [59]
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Table 5.2: Summary of Related Work
Reference Features Limitations

[62] Considered two-part tariff and flat price in a congestible

network. Capacity investment is also incorporated in the

model to derive the optimum capacity level. Showed that

for flat price the equilibrium usage and capacity is larger

than for two-part tariff. Finally, concluded that equilibrium

congestion of flat price is higher.

Considered only one

class of delay func-

tion T
C , total use

divided by capacity.

Analysis is based on

fixed user base.

[39] Similar model to [62]. Nonlinear pricing is used. Assumed

that consumer preferences are private information unknown

to the firm. Concluded that the level of overall congestion

is too low due to incomplete information.

Also used only one

class of delay as in

[62] with a fixed user

base.

[93] Defined a concept called “Price of Simplicity,” a lower bound

for the ratio between the revenue from flat pricing and max-

imum revenue. Concluded that loss of revenue from using

simple entry fee is small. Also compared with a nonlinear

pricing scheme based on Paris Metro Pricing and showed

the gain from the price discrimination is small.

Delay disutility is

not modeled. No

analysis regarding

social welfare.

[21] Performed INDEX trial which involved actual users in UC

Berkeley. Found that flat-rate creates large social ineffi-

ciency while usage-based price provides gains to providers

and consumers.

Non-analytical.

Population is lim-

ited.

[55] Studied flat-rate versus usage-based pricing under overload

conditions. Showed that in overload scenarios usage-based

pricing reduces congestion and increases user’s perceived

utilization.

No analysis with

regards to rev-

enue and user’s

willingness-to-pay.

5.2.1 Identical User Case

We consider a monopoly network service provider (NSP) of capacity C that

provides network connection services to users of size N . We consider a rep-

resentative user i whose perceived utility for transmitting a traffic of volume
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x is u(x; v), where u is an increasing concave function and v is a user type

parameter. The NSP charges p(x) for transmitting traffic volume x, which

can be a flat or a two-part tariff. For the flat charge, p(x) = fφ while

p(x) = a + βx for the two-part tariff.2 The total traffic T generated by N

users, is less than or equal to the capacity C or

T :=
N∑

i=1

xi � C, (5.4)

where xi is the traffic volume of user i. With an increasing traffic volume

T , users experience network delays, which in turn cause disutility d(T ; C) to

users. The delay disutility function is a nondecreasing function of T such

that d(T ; C) →∞ as T → C.

User’s Problem

The perceived net-utility of user i including delay disutility is expressed by

ũ(xi) = u(xi; v)− p(xi)− d(T ; C). (5.5)

User i determines his or her data rate x∗i to maximize their net-utility given

by (5.5), or

(Puser) x∗i = arg max
0�xi�x̄

[u(xi; v)− p(xi)− d(T ; C)], (5.6)

where x̄ is the maximum amount of traffic that a user can generate due

to limitations on the access line or on time. When the net-utility value is

negative ũ(x∗i ) < 0, user i does not subscribe to the service and the data rate

x∗i = 0. Therefore, a necessary condition for the NSP to make its revenue

positive is p(x∗i ) � u(x∗i ; v)− d(T ∗; C), where T ∗ =
∑

i x∗i . Given tariff p(x),

2Throughout this section we use subscripts F and T to denote flat price and two-part

tariff, respectively.
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the first order condition of the user problem is

u′(x∗i ; v) = p′(x∗i ) + d′(T ; C) + μ; (5.7)

μ(x∗i − x̄) = 0, (5.8)

where μ is a nonnegative Lagrangian variable for inequality x � x̄. Note that

T = x∗i +
∑

j �=i x∗j .

When μ > 0, the traffic volume x∗i is equal to the maximum amount x̄.

This corresponds to an unsaturated network with low traffic volume. The

strict positive μ implies u′(x∗i ; v) > p′(x∗i ) + d′(T ; C). When μ = 0, the

traffic volume is determined such that u′(x∗i ; v) = p′(x∗i ) + d′(T ; C). This

corresponds to a saturated network with congestion.

Provider’s Problem

The problem of the NSP can be formulated as follows:

(PNSP)

maximize R :=
∑

i p(xi) (5.9)

subject to
∑

i xi � C, (5.10)

p(xi) � u(xi; v)− d(T ; C),∀i (5.11)

xi � x̄,∀i (5.12)

Inequality (5.10) is the network capacity constraint and inequality (5.11)

means a nonnegative net-utility for all users. The last inequality (5.12) is

the upper bound of a user’s traffic volume. The problem can be simplified

from the observation that p(xi) = u(xi; v)−d(T ; C) should be satisfied to be

optimal. Otherwise, the provider can increase the charge of user i by a small

value to increase its revenue. Hence, we have a modified problem
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Table 5.3: Summary of Notations for Price of Simplicity

Symbol Meaning

C network capacity

N total number of users

T total traffic

x user data rate

x̄ maximum user data rate

v user type parameter

u(x; v) perceived user utility

ũ(x; v) user’s net-utility

p(x) user payment for using data rate volume of x

fφ fixed price (flat)

a fixed payment (volume)

β marginal price (volume)

d(T ; C) delay disutility

R provider’s revenue

α elasticity parameter

ε congestion sensitivity

(P′NSP)

maximize R =
∑

i[u(xi; v)− d(T ; C)] (5.13)

subject to
∑

i xi � C, (5.14)

xi � x̄,∀i (5.15)

Proposition 5.2.1 For an increasing concave utility function u and an in-

creasing convex delay function d, the revenue maximizing traffic volume x∗i
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of user i is given by x∗i = min[x′i, x̄], where

x′i =
{
xi|u′(xi; v) = Nd′(Nxi; C)

}
.

Each user pays the same amount p(x∗i ) = [u(x∗i )−d(Nx∗i ; C)] for the service.

Proof : Since all users are identical, eq. (5.13) can be expressed as

N [u(xi; v)−d(T ; C)]. Thus the first order condition is u′(x′i; v)−Nd′(T ; C) =

0. Also, from eq. (5.15), we have x∗i = min[x′i, x̄]. �

Unsaturated Network (μ > 0)

When the network is not saturated or μ > 0, the user’s data rate x∗i = x̄ by

the complementary slackness condition (5.8). The total traffic in the network

is T = N · x̄, and the user’s net-utility is u(x̄; v)− d(Nx̄; C)− p(x).

Under the flat pricing scheme, the charge is independent of traffic volume

or p(x) = f , for f � 0. The first order condition (5.7) reduces to

u′(x∗i ; v) = d′(T ; C) + μ; (5.16)

μ(x∗i − x̄) = 0. (5.17)

As the users subscribe to the service when their net-utility is nonnegative,

we have

fφ � u(x̄)− d(Nx̄; C). (5.18)

To maximize the revenue R, the inequality (5.18) should be satisfied with

equality or fφ = u(x̄)−d(Nx̄; C). If the delay disutility d(Nx̄; C) is negligible,

the provider’s revenue R is

R = N [u(x̄; v)− d(Nx̄; C)] ≈ Nu(x̄; v).

For the two-part tariff, the optimal revenue can also be achieved as the

revenue of the two-part tariff is greater than or equal to that of flat pricing.
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Note that flat pricing is a special case of the two-part tariff when β = 0. For

β in the range of [0, u′(x̄)− d′(Nx̄; c)], the optimal revenue can be achieved.

The upper bound u′(x̄)−d′(Nx̄; c) follows from inequality (5.7). The optimal

fixed value a∗ is determined so that the net-utility value is zero or

a∗ = u(x̄)− d(Nx̄; C)− β∗x̄. (5.19)

Proposition 5.2.2 When the network is not congested and all users are

identical, both the flat charge and two-part tariff achieve the optimal revenue

N [u(x̄)− d(Nx̄; C)].

Proof : For the two-part tariff, the provider’s problem is maxa,β N [a +

x̄β] s.t. a � u(x̄; v) − d(Nx̄) − βx̄. From eq. (5.19), the revenue reduces

to N [u(x̄; v) − d(Nx̄; C)] ≈ Nu(x̄; v), which is equivalent to the flat price

revenue. �

Saturated Network (μ = 0)

When the number of users in the network is large enough, the network is

prone to congestion. In this case, the delay disutility plays an important role

in determining the data rate of users. Under flat pricing, a user’s data rate

x∗F is determined such that

u′(x∗F ) = d′(Nx∗F ; C), (5.20)

which is the first order condition. Similarly, the first order condition for the

user’s traffic volume x∗T under the two-part tariff is given by

u′(x∗T ) = β + d′(Nx∗T ; C). (5.21)

Figure 5.1 illustrates the optimal conditions (5.20) and (5.21). In the

figure, x∗ is the traffic volume that maximizes the revenue of the NSP such

that u′(x∗) = Nd′(Nx∗; C) (Proposition 1). The traffic volume x∗F of flat
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the Optimality Conditions

pricing is higher than x∗ as is shown in the figure. The traffic volume under

flat pricing is greater than the revenue maximizing traffic volume.

However, the two-part tariff or volume-based charging scheme is different.

By setting a proper unit price β, the total traffic volume can be controlled.

If β is the difference between Nd′ and d′ or

β∗ = (N − 1)d′(Nx∗; C), (5.22)

the two-part tariff achieves the revenue maximizing traffic volume x∗. The

following proposition says that when network congestion is high, the revenue

under flat pricing can be very small.

Proposition 5.2.3 Assume that all users are identical and that the NSP

charges users a flat price. For a given capacity, C, the total traffic T ∗(N) is

nondecreasing and the optimal flat price limN→∞ f∗φ(N) = 0.
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Proof : Let x∗(N) be a solution to equation (5.20) when the number of

users is N and T ∗(N) := Nx∗(N). The x∗(N) is unique because u′(x) is

strictly decreasing while d′(T ; C) is nondecreasing. Note that the delay disu-

tility function d(T (N); C) is convex in T , and x(N) decreases in N . Similarly,

it is evident that T (N) increases in N and approaches C. Hence, the delay

disutility d(T (N); C) increases while x(N) approaches zero. Therefore the

net-utility of a user approaches zero when the number of users is large enough

and only the small fraction of users will subscribe to the system. �

Proposition 5.2.3 shows that flat pricing is vulnerable to congestion as

users would like to transmit as much data as possible once they subscribe to

the service. The delay disutility is so high and users do not get any utility

out of the system due to congestion.

Under the two-part tariff of p(x) = a + β · x, if the NSP sets β according

to (5.22), and a such that u(x∗; v)− d(Nx∗; C) = βx∗ + a, then the network

system can operate at a revenue maximizing equilibrium. The following

proposition says that the difference in revenue from flat pricing and that of

the two-part tariff can be quite large under severe congestion.

Proposition 5.2.4 Assume that all users are identical. For a given capacity

C,

PoS→ 1 as N → NF

where NF is the number of user at which the revenue of flat price becomes 0

i.e. RF (NF ) = 0.

Proof : From proposition 5.2.3, we know that limN→NF
f∗φ(N) = 0. Since

the revenue of flat pricing is Nf∗φ, we see that limN→NF
RF = limN→NF

RF
RT

=

0. Now, let NT be the number of user at which the revenue of two-part

tariff becomes 0. Since two-part tariff is a generalization of flat price we have
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RT (N) � RF (N) ∀N . From this we know that NT � NF hence limN→NF

RF
RT

is well defined in R. �

Examples

In this section, we provide examples for two typical delay functions, d(T ; C) =
T
C and d(T ; C) = 1

C−T .3 In our analysis, ε ∈ (0, 1] is multiplied to the

delay function to represent a user’s sensitivity to congestion (i.e., εd(T ; C)).

For both cases we use the utility function u(x; v) = vxα, where v is some

constant.4 Note that with this utility function the price elasticity of demand

is 1
1−α .5

Example 1 We first consider the delay function as d(T ; C) = T
C , which is

defined to be total traffic divided by capacity.6 For this type of delay function

we have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.2.5 For identical users with a utility function u(x; v) = xα

and a delay function d(T ; C) = T
C , the price of simplicity is monotonically

increasing in N.

Proof : To consider all cases, we first enumerate each case in Table 5.4.

Next we provide the proofs of each of the four cases as follows:

(1-1): This case is when N < C
(

α
ε

) 1
α . If both TF and TT is equal to C

the revenue is also equivalent, i.e., RF /RT = 1.
3For d = 0 (unsaturated), we have seen that the revenue of the two pricing schemes is

equivalent. Thus, RF
RT

= 1.
4We assume v = 1 without loss of generality.
5The price elasticity of demand is defined as the negative ratio of the percent change in

demand to the percent change in price given by Ed = −ΔD/D
Δp/p

.
6The reason we consider this kind of delay is that (1) it was used in many other related

studies [62, 6, 34] and (2) it allows us to derive explicit solutions.
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Table 5.4: All Cases for Comparing RF and RT

(1) TF (N = 1) = C (1-1) TF = C & TT = C (1-2) TF = C & TT < C

(2) TF (N = 1) < C (2-1) TF < C & TT < C (2-2) TF = C & TT < C

(1-2): For this case, the revenue ratio is given by

RF

RT
=

1(
α
ε

) α
1−α (1− α)

⎧⎨
⎩
(

N

C

) α2

1−α

− ε

(
N

C

) α
1−α

⎫⎬
⎭ .

Then if we differentiate this revenue ratio with respect to N it satisfies

d(RF /RT )
dN

= s(α) · 1
C

(
N

C

) 2α−1
1−α

︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

{
α

(
C

N

)α

− ε

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

−

� 0,

where s(α) = 1

(α
ε )

α
1−α (1−α)

· α
1−α . The inequality α

(
C
N

)α
< ε holds since this

case is for TT < C and this can be written as follows:

N � C
(α

ε

) 1
α ⇔ α

(
C

N

)α

� ε.

(2-1): For this case, the revenue ratio can be expressed as

RF

RT
=

N
(

Cα
ε

) α
1−α (1− αN)

N
1−2α
1−α

(
αC
ε

) α
1−α (1− α)

= N
α

1−α · 1− αN

1− α
.

Once again, if we take the derivative then

d(RF /RT )
dN

=
α

1− α
·N α

1−α · 1
N(1− α)︸ ︷︷ ︸

+

(1−N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−

< 0,

where the inequality holds since N � 1.

(2-2): This case is equivalent to (1-2). �

From figure 5.2 we see that when the network is unsaturated (small N),

both revenue is identical as proposition 5.2.2. However, when the network is
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saturated (large N) the revenue function is (1) concave increasing function

if α < 1/2 (Fig. 5.2(a)); (2) constant if α = 1/2; and (3) convex decreasing

if α > 1/2 (Fig. 5.2(b)), all of which is larger than the flat price. The

interpretation is that when the price elasticity is high (α > 1/2) users are

very sensitive to the price whether it is a service price or a congestion price,

thus when the number of users increases the price perceived by the users

also increases, which makes the total traffic decrease rapidly, and thus the

revenue decreases. On the other hand, if users are less elastic (α < 1/2),

the congestion price will have relatively little effect on the user utility thus,

as there are more users in the network, the decreasing rate of total traffic is

lower than the rate of user increase, which leads to an increase in revenue.

Example 2 We next consider the delay function of d(T ; C) = 1
C−T , which

basically represents a delay in M/M/1 queue. Let xF denote the (optimal)

user rate of the flat price and xT that of the two-part tariff. Then the optimal

user rate of each pricing scheme satisfies the respective first order conditions

as follows:

αxα−1
F = ε

1
(C −NxF )2

, αxα−1
T = ε

N

(C −NxT )2
. (5.23)

From the numerical experiment, we can observe that the PoS is increasing

in N using the same parameter as in the previous example (Figure 5.3(c)).

5.2.2 Heterogeneous Users

In this section, we consider a more realistic scenario in which users are het-

erogeneous and study how this heterogeneity affects the price of simplicity

under congestion. Here we will consider the following two specific cases where

consumer type is represented by a one-dimensional parameter.

• Heterogeneity in terms of consumption preference (v)

• Heterogeneity in terms of congestion preference (ε)
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Different Tastes for Consumption

Suppose the users differ only in their preferences for the network services.

Unlike identical users, we assume that the perceived utility of a type-v user

that generates a data volume x is given by

u(x; v) = vxα, 0 < α < 1. (5.24)

where we assume that v is distributed according to distribution function G(v)

in [0, 1] with density g(v) > 0. In this expression, α ∈ (0, 1] is a parameter

that corresponds to the isoelastic utility functions.7 If the value of v is large,

the user is willing to use more bandwidth since its perceived utility value is

high.

The net-utility of a type-v user is defined as the perceived utility minus

the payment p(x) and delay disutility d(T ; C) to the service provider for the

traffic volume x, where T is the total traffic and C is the capacity. The

consumer of type v maximizes his or her net-utility and generates the traffic

volume x(v), where the first order condtion is

u′(x(v))− p′(x(v))− d′(T ; C) = 0. (5.25)

Note that a marginal user of type v0 exists such that the net-utility is zero.

Thus users in [v0, 1] join the service while [0, v0) do not. The total traffic T

generated by all active users is less than or equal to the capacity C, i.e.,

T =
∫ 1

v0

x(v)Ndv � C.

Given x(v), the NSP aims to maximize its revenue R, i.e.,

maximize
[
R =

∫ 1

v0

p(x(v))Ndv

]
.

7When α → 1, the utility function becomes linear, while it approaches a step function

as α → 0. Note that all of the users have the same parameter α and have utilities that are

proportional to one another.
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For flat price, the provider’s problem can be expressed as

max
v0

[
R =

∫ 1

v0

fφNdv

]

= max
v0

fφ(1− v0)N

= max
v0

[u(x(v0))− d(T ; C)](1− v0)N.

For two-part tariff, from the first order condition (5.25) we have u′(x(β, v)) =

β + d′(T ; C), and since the net-utility of a marginal user of type v0 is zero,

we have

a = u(x(v0))− βx(v0)− d(T ; C), (5.26)

where a is a function of β and v0. Then the NSP problem reduces to

max
v0,β

[
R =

∫ 1

v0

[a + βx]Ndv

]

= max
v0

aN(1− v0) + βT.

Different Tastes for Congestion

In addition to the heterogeneity of consumption preference v, we also incor-

porated the heterogeneity of congestion preference [39] so as to explore the

price of simplicity more thoroughly. The net utility function is now given by

u(x; v)− p(x)− εd(T ; C). (5.27)

We now fix v as constant and let the congestion sensitivity parameter

ε ∈ [ε, ε] be a random variable with distribution H(ε) and density h(ε). The

analysis is similar to that of consumption preference except that, here, the

marginal user type is denoted by ε0 and the consumers in [ε, ε0] join the

service while [ε0, ε] do not.
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Analytical Results

The NSP problems above do not admit explicit solutions with general class of

utility functions and most of the special cases. Nevertheless, here, we provide

some analytical results for a particular utility function with v ∼ U [0, 1],

α = 1/2 and d(T ; C) = T/C since it is the only case that admits a closed-

form solution.

Lemma 5.2.6 The revenue with flat price, RF for heterogeneous user case

with v ∼ U [0, 1], α = 1/2 and d(T ; C) = T/C is quasi-concave and unimodal

in its domain domRF = {v0|v0 ∈ [0, 1]}

Proof: From the analysis of heterogeneous users, the revenue function

with flat price is given by

RF (v0) =
1

12ε
NC(1− v0){6v2

0 −N(1− v3
0)}

Differentiating with respect to v0 we have

R′F (v0) =
dRF

dv0
=

1
12ε

NC{−4Nv3
0 + 3(N − 6)v2

0 + 12v0 + N}

By applying the first order condition, we have found that there is merely

one locally minimum (or maximum) point. Also,

R′F (0) =
1

12ε
CN2 > 0 and R′F (1) = − 1

2ε
CN < 0

Thus, the revenue function RF first monotonically increases and then

makes its peak at one of the points in (0, 1) then monotonically decreases.

However, since R′′F (0) = 1
ε CN > 0 and R′′F (1) = − 1

2εCN(N + 4) < 0, the

function is not concave/convex nor quasi-linear but quasi-concave. �

Proposition 5.2.7 In the case of heterogeneous users with v ∼ U [0, 1], α =

1/2 and d(T ; C) = T/C, when the provider uses flat price, eventually, there
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will be no single user type who subscribe to network service as the number of

users increases, i.e., for a given capacity C,

lim
N→∞

v∗0F (N) = 1

where v∗0F denotes the marginal user type in flat pricing scheme.

Proof: From lemma 1 we know that RF has a unique maximum value in

its domain. By applying the first order condition, the optimal point v∗0F that

maximizes revenue is given by

v∗0F =
3N − 18

12N
+

{
(3N − 18)2

144N2
+

1
N

}
· 1

3
√

ξ(N)
+ 3

√
ξ(N)

where

ξ(N) = Δ(N) +

√
Δ(N)2 −

{
(3N − 18)2

144N2
+

1
N

}3

and

Δ(N) =
3N − 18

8N2
+

(3N − 18)3

1728N3
+

1
8
.

Thus, we have

lim
N→∞

v∗0F (N) =
1
4

+
1
16
· 1

3
√

limN→∞ ξ(N)
+ 3

√
lim

N→∞
ξ(N) = 1

�

From the two results above we drew the following proposition which states

that the price of simplicity increases to its maximum as the number of users

grows for heterogeneous users case.

Proposition 5.2.8 In the case of heterogeneous users with v ∼ U [0, 1], α =

1/2 and d(T ; C) = T/C, for a given capacity C,

PoS→ 1 as N →∞
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Proof: From lemma 2, we have

lim
N→∞

R∗F = lim
N→∞

1
12ε

NC(1− v∗0F ){6v∗20F −N(1− v∗30F )} = 0

and since R∗F � R∗T ∀N , the following holds

lim
N→∞

PoS = lim
N→∞

1− R∗F
R∗T

= 1

where R∗F and R∗T are the optimal revenue obtained by using flat price and

two-part tariff respectively, given N . �

Although it is of specific case, α = 1/2 is a typical example of concave

utility functions and the delay function d(T ; C) = T/C is considered in many

other studies for capturing user’s disutility of congestion [62, 39, 6, 34]. Thus,

we believe the analytical result obtained above gives a useful insight on the

price of simplicity for heterogeneous user case together with our numerical

results for more general utility and delay functions.

Numerical Results

In this section we analyze the price of simplicity for heterogeneous users based

on a numerical experiment. Since we used u(x; v) = vxα, the price elasticity

of demand is 1
1−α . Based on the previous literatures’ findings we set α = 1/3

as it is the elasticity estimate in data traffic.8

Price of Simplicity for Users with Heterogeneous Consumption

Preference For the users with different tastes in consumption, we assume

that the user type v is uniformly distributed in [0, 1].
8Traditional elasticity estimate for voice traffic is approximately 1.05, while France Tele-

com obtained a value as high as 1.337 [1]. Lanning et al. provide an elasticity estimate for

data traffic for various equipment that ranges between 1.3 and 1.7 [58]. This corresponds

to the parameter α for data traffic ranging from 0.23 to 0.41, approximately.
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Observation 5.2.9 The price of simplicity is low when the network is not

congested.

Observation 5.2.9 says that flat pricing can be as good as the two-part

tariff when the network is not congested. In Figure 5.4(a) it is apparent that

for every utility function (represented as α) the upper bound of PoS is 0.22.9

Observation 5.2.10 The price of simplicity for heterogeneous users increases

in N when a delay disutility exists and remains constant when the distutility

is negligible.

From Fig. 5.4(b), if congestion externality exists then the revenue dif-

ference between the two-part and flat price increases with N . Second, we

observe that without congestion externality the price of simplicity in a data

network (α = 1/3) is 0.14.10

Also, the price of simplicity for heterogeneous users with d = T
C is higher

compared to when d = 1
C−T . The reason is that for d = 1

C−T , the delay

difference of flat and two-part tariff is lower than for d = T
C (Figs. 5.5(c)

and 5.5(d)). This is due to the shape of the function where for very high

traffic near the capacity (i.e., T ≈ C), the slope of the former delay function

is very steep while for intermediate traffic levels the slope of the former is

steeper. The implication is that for “capacity sharing services” the revenue

loss is more severe than that for “latency-based services.”

Observation 5.2.11 The price of simplicity for heterogeneous users is lower

compared to the identical users when a delay disutility exists.
9This observation is consistent with the results in [93].

10In [93], the authors have used a utility function log(1 + x), the shape of which is very

similar to x1/3 we used in this example, and produced a price of simplicity of 0.13. Also,

the reason the value is constant over N can be found in the revenue function. c = C
N

,

which is the only variable related to N , cancels out when deriving RF
RT

, thus the revenue

ratio becomes independent in N .
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Figure 5.4: Price of Simplicity for Heterogeneous Users Case: (a) PoS w.r.t.

α for d = 0, (b) PoS w.r.t. N where ‘(i)’ and ‘(h)’ refers to identical and

heterogeneous users, respectively.

Note that the revenue of the flat price does not decrease all the way to

zero as in the indentical user case (Fig. 5.4(b)). To see why, recall that

the flat price is determined as fφ = u(x∗; v) − d(T ; C). Note that the delay
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Figure 5.5: Indifferent User type (v0) and Delay for Heterogeneous Users

Case

function is increasing in T . Thus, if the total traffic increases, then delay

increases and eventually the flat price decreases to 0. For the identical user

case, from proposition 3, the revenue decreases to 0 as the number of users

increases. However, for the heterogeneous case, it turns out that the revenue-

maximizing NSP has a choice to drop users when the traffic gets too high,

i.e., the provider balances the traffic by providing the service only to the users

with a high willingness-to-pay.11 Thus the heterogeneity of users allows the
11Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) show that when there are many users in the network the provider

sets v0 high enough to prevent the delay from becoming so long so that the revenue does
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Figure 5.6: Revenue and Price of Simplicity (identical vs. heterogeneous)

with respect to ε

opportunity for the provider adopting a flat price to maintain at least some

amount of revenue even in a congested network.

Price of Simplicity for Users with Heterogeneous Congestion Pref-

erence

Observation 5.2.12 The price of simplicity shows an increasing tendency

with respect to the congestion sensitivity parameter constant ε. Also, even

when the users are heterogeneous in terms of their preference towards con-

not decrease significantly to 0
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gestion, the PoS shows an increasing tendency with respect to the number of

users.

Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(c) show that the revenue decreases with ε for both

the identical and heterogeneous user case. This is quite intuitive as for more

congestion-sensitive users the net-utility will decrease, and so will the rev-

enue. Figures 5.6(b) and 5.6(d) illustrate the fact that the price of simplicity

has a positive slope, on average, which is similar to the previous case with

respect to the number of users. Also, the PoS is lower for the heterogeneous

case than that for the identical case. This is due to the fact that ε can be

viewed as a slope of the delay function.

Figure 5.7 shows the price of simplicity with users having different tastes

for congestion. We observe that, as for the users having different tastes for

consumption, the PoS increases in N , and for N = 200, it reaches a value

greater than 0.8 for both the delay functions considered.12 The results sug-

gest that whether consumers are differentiated by their preference towards

consumption or congestion, the revenue loss experienced by the NSP gener-

ated by using flat price in lieu of two-part tariff is substantial under severe

congestion.
12However, particularly for the delay function d(T ; C) = T/C, when the user population

consists of people with relatively low congestion sensitivity (Fig. 5.7(a)), the PoS value

is small, which can be explained as follows. When most of the users are insensitive to

congestion, then no matter how many users are in the system, users consume vast amount

of traffic under flat pricing regime with d(T ; C) = T/C. In this case, we have seen that

the NSP will have no choice but to introduce δ to make the traffic slightly less than the

capacity C. Note that the role of δ is similar to what β does in two-part tariff in that it

tries to constrain the level of traffic. Thus, the flat revenue RF for this special case is not

exactly the flat revenue per se but more closer to a two-part tariff revenue RT , which is

why the value of PoS derived from the original definition is low.
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Figure 5.7: Price of Simplicity with Users having Different Tastes for Con-

gestion: (a) ε ∼ U [0.1, 1]; (b) ε ∼ U [1, 2].

Social Welfare Previous results are concerned with the revenue of a net-

work provider. However, to have a comprehensive analysis of the two pricing

schemes, we should examine the welfare of users and the whole system. This
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could be done by observing the social welfare which can be computed by

W =
∫ 1

v0

[vx(v)α − p(x)− d(T ; C) + p(x)]Ndv (5.28)

=
∫ 1

v0

[vx(v)α − d(T ; C)]Ndv. (5.29)

and we have the following two important observations.

Observation 5.2.13 The two-part tariff is better than the flat price in terms

of both social welfare and user surplus.

With regard to welfare, Figure 5.8(a) shows that, if there is no congestion

externality then the welfare and user surplus is fairly high compared to the

case with externality. However, this is somewhat misleading, since obviously

if there is a number of users generating a great number of traffic then users

inevitably experience delay disutility. In a more realistic model, the welfare

and user surplus is found to be lower for the flat price. Moreover, the user

surplus is almost zero for the flat price since the delay disutility is extremely

high. This is because the total traffic T (N) for flat price is increasing in

N which causes substantial delay disutility to all the active users for large

N , which implies the total traffic cannot be constrained by using flat price.

For the two-part tariff, on the other hand, since it has the ability to reach

the social optimum by controlling β, the welfare is high and so is the user

surplus.

Also, The user surplus is positive for heterogeneous user case. For the

identical user case, the provider extracts all of the user surplus to maximize

the revenue leading to 0 user surplus. However, for heterogeneous user case,

in Figure 5.8 we see that the user surplus, though small, is positive. The

reason for this is that as in the identical user case, a fixed price fφ is used

to extract the user surplus. However, in the heterogeneous case, this is set
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where the net utility of indifferent user v0 is zero. Thus the users for which

v > v0 will have a positive surplus.

Observation 5.2.14 The migration from flat price to two-part tariff may be

undesirable under low congestion but becomes clearly desirable under severe

congestion.

To see how the transition or migration of the pricing schemes from flat

price to two-part tariff affects the change in user surplus, we derive and plot

the user surplus for the two pricing schemes in terms of every user type v

(Fig. 5.9). Also, we plot the fraction of users that experience net user surplus

change (i.e., gain or loss) as well as the total surplus increment or decrement

for those users, generated by the transition (Fig. 5.10). First, we observe

that when there are small number of users, high v users favor flat price over

two-part tariff while low v users favor two-part over flat. The reason is that,

the users of relatively high v (i.e., users with high consumption preference)

consumes large amount of data and, under light congestion, the utility for

consumption is higher than the disutility for delay. In this case, when the

NSP uses flat price then the disutility for payment is smaller than that for

two-part tariff. However, for users of relatively low v, two-part tariff is better

since they consume small amount of data and hence the payment is less with

two-part tariff than that with flat.

However, as the number of users grows, the delay disutility plays a critical

role in the users’ perceived net utility. We have seen that the delay with

flat price increases while that with two-part tariff decreases or stay fairly

constant (in small value) when N increases. Thus, even for the users of high

consumption preference, the flat price is no longer better and eventually for

high N , two-part tariff dominates flat price in terms of not only provider

revenue but also user welfare (i.e., society as a whole).
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Figure 5.8: Welfare (W) and User Surplus (U) for Heterogeneous Users Case
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of user surplus between the two pricing schemes:

Flat and Two-part Tariff (d = T/C). MSF (MST ) denotes the market share

when using flat price (two-part tariff), and vF>T (vT>F ) stands for the user

types where a flat price (two-part tariff) gives higher surplus than a two-part

tariff (flat price). 87
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Figure 5.10: Change in net user surplus generated by the transition from

Flat price to Two-part Tariff: (a) and (c) Fraction of users who experience

net user surplus gain or loss from the transition of pricing scheme; (b) and

(d) Total sum of surplus change for the users experiencing net user surplus

gain or loss.
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6. Discussion

In this section we discuss several practical aspects of our approach and as-

sumptions.

6.1 Implementation of PMP in the Internet

The paris metro pricing as the name implies is certainly contrived for a

metro. The question is, then, whether it can be applicable in the commu-

nication network. Technically, PMP would be easy to introduce [76]. PMP

can be easily implemented under both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols. The IPv4

packets already have a 3-bit priority field that is unused. Since the number

of subnetworks (i.e., classes) in PMP is not likely to exceed more than 4, this

is more than sufficient. Interoperability would be easy, as all packets that do

not contain any bits indicating class of service could be sent on the lowest

cost (and lowest priority) channel [76]. Inside the network, changes would

only have to be done in the router software. It would require to maintain

logically separate queues or to give appropriate priority to packets from dif-

ferent channels. The current IETF standard provides all the technical tools

for PMP implementation.

6.2 Assumption on θ

In chapter 3, we modelled two user characteristics with a single variable θ.

This model is based on [98], and the author of [98] and we think that this

assumption is reasonable. The interpretation is that a user with a large value

of θ is willing to pay quite a lot for the service but he expects a low utilization

for a high quality of service. Conversely, a user with a small value of θ does
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not want to pay much for his connection but is likely to tolerate high delays.

For example, users with large θ can be regarded as users of VoIP and those

with small θ as e-mail and web browsers. Thus as long as there is no user

with high willingness to pay that is okay with high delay, and a user with low

willingness to pay that has strict delay tolerance, the model seems rational,

since these users account for relatively low population compared to the users

we consider in the model.

6.3 Implementation of Token pricing in the Internet

In chapter 4, we proposed a pricing scheme called Token pricing. The tech-

nical implementation of Token pricing scheme is not difficult since the basic

framework of this scheme is identical to that of PMP. In order for the users

to use this scheme, they first have to manage the tokens they receive every

unit time interval. Every time a user faces an application to use, they should

decide whether to use tokens and connect to the premium service or just save

them and opt for the normal service. This entails keeping track of how many

tokens a user currently holds and how long should the user wait for the new

replenishment of tokens. This can be a tedious task for users and thus should

be managed through a program (i.e., software) on behalf of the user which

would be given by the provider adopting the Token pricing.

6.4 Assumption on the utility function u(xi; v)

In chapter 5.2 we analyzed the price of simplicity by using the concave utility

function u(xi; v) where v is the user type parameter representing willingness

to pay. Like most of the consumer products, Internet service can be charac-

terized by the concave utility function as it exhibits the “law of diminishing

marginal utility.” For instance, a user’s utility increases fast when he uses a

small number of Internet application services initially. However, if there are
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many applications running already, from then on, the user’s utility increases

relatively slower for enjoying additional apps than the initial period. Thus,

the assumption on the concavity of the utility function seems reasonable.

In addition, our utility function allows for the heterogeneity in user pref-

erences. Even though the concavity may be reasonable, each user might have

different rate of the change in their utility. This is modelled by the param-

eter v, which we represent as user’s willingness to pay. By reflecting users’

different characteristic in their valuation in the utility function we were able

to analyze the price of simplicity more realistically. Also, we considered the

user’s difference in congestion sensitivity by ε, because each user may have

different tolerance level when it comes to service delay.

The notion of maximum possible traffic volume x̄ is introduced so as to

model another realistic user behavior. When the price is flat and when we

assume that a user can afford the service, a user should consume infinite traffic

volume (i.e., xi = ∞) if there is no upper bound on the usage. However, this

is not true in the real world. Even if the service is affordable and the payment

is irrespective of the service usage, there is a certain limitation on time, access

line, or innate human capacity limit. Thus, x̄ represents the maximum traffic

volume a user can use without any price constraint.
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7. Conclusions

In this dissertation, we studied pricing schemes and revenues of Internet

service providers. Internet pricing is becoming more and more important as

a means for efficient network management. Researchers from various fields

(e.g., economics, engineering, and mathematics) proposed numerous pricing

schemes so as to give efficiency in the current lightly organized Internet.

However, these schemes are mostly complex in nature which made it unlikely

for both ISPs and end users to accept them.

In light of this, simple yet efficient pricing schemes have been proposed

from late 1990s. Paris metro pricing (PMP) divides the network into two

subnetworks. The only difference between these two subnetworks is their

service prices. This scheme allows users to decide on which network to select,

and from our analysis it provides gains to both ISPs in revenue and users in

subscription. Token pricing scheme is similar to this PMP in a sense that

it provides users the incentive to use the network efficiently by dividing the

network into two (logical) subnetworks (either physically or in time). A user

facing this token pricing scheme pays a certain amount for a given interval

(possibly, a month) as in flat pricing. In addition, an ISP gives a user a

certain number of tokens. Users are to use this token only when the service

is of importance and otherwise they will not use them. The mechanism

of token pricing is similar to PMP such that requiring tokens makes the

corresponding network less congested. From our analysis, this token pricing

scheme gave a higher user value than a normal flat pricing and this surplus

value increases with congestion.

In reality, however, the pricing plans commercial ISPs are using are flat-
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rate pricing and usage-based pricing. There are several papers analyzing

these two pricing schemes in practice and, among them, one article argued

that the price of simplicity (PoS) defined by the revenue loss of an ISP from

using a flat-rate instead of revenue-maximizing scheme is small. However,

this work has overlooked the congestion externality in their model. Thus,

we compared the revenues of two practical pricing schemes, flat-rate pricing

and two-part tariff, in an attempt to reinvestigate the revenue loss created

by using a simple entry fee under congestion. Our main findings are:

1. When there is no congestion, the PoS is low

2. When there is congestion, the PoS is high. Moreover, PoS gradually

increases as the number of users increases.

From our numerical study, we also find that the two-part tariff is superior

to the flat price in terms of social welfare and user surplus in an overloaded

network. Given the huge expected increase in global data (IP) traffic, two-

part tariff is likely to be desirable in the future data network.

Future work should include an examination of the effect of competition

between providers on the price of simplicity. Also, it would be interesting

to analyze an environment where providers can increase their capacity every

unit period and determine how this dynamic setting affects the revenue loss

of a simple flat entry.
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A. Analysis for Heterogeneous Users with

d = 0

In a two-part tariff, a user is charged a price a + βx with usage x. That is,

a user pays a fixed price a to join the network plus a price βx proportional

to usage. The user problem in which a user of type v chooses x to maximize

his or her net-utility can be formulated as follows:

(Puser) maximizex u(v; x)− [a + βx] = vxα − a− βx.

The maximizing value of x is x(v) =
(

αv
β

) 1
(1−α)

, 0 � α � 1. The resulting

utility is then u(v; x(v)) given by

u(v; x(v)) = k1(α)
(

v

βα

) 1
(1−α)

− a,

where k1(α) = α
α

1−α (1 − α). This utility is nonnegative if v � v0 where

a = k1(α)
(

v0
βα

) 1
(1−α)

. Since v is uniformly distributed, the total traffic in the

network is then

T = Nk2(α)
(

1
β

) 1
(1−α)

(
1− v

2−α
1−α

0

)
,

where k2(α) = α
1

1−α

(
1−α
2−α

)
. The total revenue of the provider is then R

where

R = aN(1− v0) + Nk2(α)
(

1
β

) α
1−α

(
1− v

2−α
1−α

0

)
.

In this expression, aN(1− v0) is the fixed part of the price where N(1− v0)

users subscribe and pay a flat price a to join; the term βT is the contribution

of the usage-based price.
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Assuming that the network has a total capacity C, the provider aims to

maximize R subject to T � C. That is, the provider solves the following

problem:

(PNSP) max
a,β

r = a(1− v0) + βt

s.t. t � c,

where c = C/N , t = T/N , and r = R/N . We normalized the problem

(PNSP) by a factor of N . By using a and t derived above we find

r =
k1(α)v

1
1−α

0 (1− v0) + k2(α)(1− v
2−α
1−α

0 )

β
α

1−α

.

We can expect the full capacity to be used at the optimal price, so that

k2(α)
(

1− v
2−α
1−α

0

)
β

1
α−1 = c, i.e.,

β =
(

k2(α)
(

1− v
2−α
1−α

0

)
c−1

)(1−α)

. (A.1)

Substituting this expression for β into r, we find

r =
(

c

k2(α)

)α k1(α)v
1

1−α

0 (1− v0) + k2(α)(1− v
2−α
1−α

0 )(
1− v

2−α
1−α

0

)α .

This expression is increasing in c, which justifies our assumption that the full

network capacity is used at the optimal price. Note that r is a function of a

single variable v0 and is unimodular with a unique maximizer v∗0.
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